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elsewhere than right here at the hotel—together). Let us when they are caught in the LIGHT of focus. If there is
not tempt the bad children. You can travel with Jovy, but “hope” of bringing responsible participants from the
“WE CAN DO THAT!”
I actually prefer you simply MEET with her and/or her lessons, wonderful. If not, hurry them on their way.
people at destination point. It is the TRAVEL about the Someone else can use that near trillion $$$ and do so in
Hatonn—To E-E: We need a copy of the MASTER city that is dangerous.
total integrity—we need no usurpers in the circle.
PLAN as soon as we can get it. We are going to need to
You can play very loose—as to allowances in the
Do “I” anticipate trouble? NO, but there are nutty
be ready, willing and able to present it in pieces, or some players all over the greedy place. Check out Brucal! And “interim” loan department—for that has naught, really, to
other way that allows publicity without making a yes, indeed, take back the big deed, and if you can work out do with GAIA (Global). That becomes a personal
“revelation” or “Big Deal” of “our” participation. Beyond the contract problems, fine, you can reissue—but only in transaction and is possibly worth more “give” than any of
that, we need the local citizenry to do the presentations as $10 B units (or less). With people who break their own the regular transactions.
regards their nation. “You” will continue a very low profile word and contract, we give them NO BIG anything. Once
For instance, why would Brucal want to capture
and meet with anyone who wishes to meet with you—right burned, a lesson learned—trying to make an end-run and Global’s portion? It is going directly into gold, which is
here at the hotel. You may, now, if it requires your help rip off God is not acceptable. He has good plans laid forth to stay in the funding BANK, so that there are equal
for Jovy in the interim account, go set up, structure and but, when a partner will screw his own partner, his plans matching funds becoming available all the while to assist
provide documents at banks. That also needs to be have no MORAL base upon which to build—so never in other projects AND HIS OWN (?). So, his intention to
carefully handled. I prefer that E.J. go and structure the mind, for there are other major resources. But, we always cheat YOU becomes as a direct cheating of the Philippine
business conduits, and Dharma can follow on with give a person a chance or two to clean up their act, if they citizens. But, so much for that, you can do whatever is
necessary signatures. I DO NOT FEEL IT WISE, ask. If they simply defend themselves with further and necessary through the legal counsel.
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, FOR MY bigger lies—never mind. I give my own team players from
As we move on, we will acquire more legal counsel of
THREE TOP PLAYERS TO BE TOGETHER IN over the years chance after chance, so that they are SURE our own, and keep Brad busy, as well, on just these types
VULNERABLE SITUATIONS (in public places, THEY KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING, and then we get of interventions. And, yes, it can be handled right out of
them out of our face and our space. the U.S,. with occasional oversight trips, which can also be
Remember, “Evil” will move away
PRE-SORTED
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most pleasurable. We never do business in such a manner
as to be an antagonist—just keeping to the agreements—
which, actually, can be restructured. However, trying to
sabotage, or gain—as in cheating, lying or actual theft—is
not acceptable. If YOU haven’t learned THAT LESSON,
Ekkers, then you have missed too much school. Then, if
the games persist, you close the door, watch the windows
and constantly counter any and everything coming after.
You have been given prime examples, experiences of a
most personal nature—TO ALLOW YOU TO LEARN,
TRUST MY INPUT AND COUNTER EVERYTHING
OF “WRONG” INTENT AND ACTION. This is not
Ekkers’ living quarters under theft attack here—it is God’s
Plan being usurped. THIS is housing for a world of
people—not a decision as to where Ekkers might lay their
heads. Ekkers can already choose from hundreds of places
just to “visit around”, so the loss is in emotional hurt, not
LACK. Even Brucal will do anything and everything to get
you to stay, including a house in the best part of town. So,
let us keep to the facts, require keeping of agreements,
verbal or written—as regards the business interchanges—
and when the other party breaks his word or proves his
intent of ill-treatment—GET SEPARATE, ASAP. Any
rotten fruit spoils the entire barrel. From the rotted fruit,
you do not get good wine or brandy—you get spoiled
vinegar (at best).
Does this example fit for small things? YES. Those
people, for instance, who have staked a claim on my
property, will be pulling up those stakes the minute I AM
READY, and their loss shall be great, and I speak not of
money. But it becomes clear, doesn’t it, why there had to
be a total purging of the Spectrum group? We could not
allow a usurpation of CONTACT as to our valid input. As
painful as it is in dealing with adversaries, it has to take its
proper sequence of events to clean the house, so that all can
SEE and KNOW truth. Those who refuse to see the lies
are stuck in the liar’s web—until they choose to break
through. That most often comes too late to reclaim
positions and acceptance. So be it, it is the way of living
in LIFE. The severance must be total, if the object to be
removed is malignant. Grieve if you will in your
recognition and disappointment—but grow up, please.
How do you judge malignant vs. benign? WATCH!
If an action or intent is malignant, the cells multiply,
become ever worse and larger in their coalition and,
ultimately, kill the host. A benign, mutated, cellular clump
will be stopped in growth and recede as the body is put to
right. And yes, now that the house is empty, the aviaries
torn down, the birds in security and interim funding in
progress—YOU HAVE TIME TO SEE THIS THROUGH.
In fact, we need focus on our job—so you have a LOT OF
TIME to work out those trivial annoyances. Those
Spectrum groupies will turn upon themselves, as is already
happening. And when Millers REALLY take a look at this
horrendous mess, they may well get totally exasperated at
what has been shoved off on them, through lies and total
misinformation.
As for Mrs. Miller demanding retractions of things said
about “Millers” in CONTACT? Well, fine, if that is what
they want, but I would guess it is NOT what they
REALLY want. We have been gracious and totally
understanding of everything Millers have done, for we
KNOW they did not have FACTS and got totally misled as
to everything from legal process to false claims of
abandonment. The ONLY WAY WE COULD RETRACT
is to say that Millers, with malice of forethought, used evil
tactics to deliberately damage, harm, hurt and defile Ekkers.
NO, THEY DID NOT START OUT TO DO ANY SUCH

THING. THEY ARE HONORABLE PEOPLE WHO
GOT FED A BUNCH OF INFECTED HOGSWILL.
What took place after the fact is that which is regrettable.
They have, however, through their acquiescence, put
themselves in the position of bearing the responsibility of
all the [Spectrum] “crew”, which has swarmed like killer
bees and poison locusts. These nasties have come to
Millers with pious preachings and tales of woe and loss,
which they brought unto selves. Then, among the “cult”,
there are the innocent ones, i.e., the children—and the
whining accusers, who push even harder. So be it, it will
be handled within the LAW. I repeat: It will take its
proper flow in events.
I want to bring to the attention, follow-up of the FBI,
etc., for—as we bring an unfolding to public light of this
amazing saga—it is important to recognition of purpose
and responsibility, as befalls our own crew. And, I hope
our crew is paying as close attention as is the Spectrum
groupie.
How can you KNOW that God and Hosts are NOT
WORKING WITH SPECTRUM OR WISDOM
PUPPETS? ACTIONS! NEVER MIND THE
WORDS IN PRESENTATION AND PIOUS
OBJECTIONS. ACTIONS ARE THE KEYS!
THEFT, UNDER PRETENSE AND COLOR OF
LAW, AND FORCE, THROUGH FALSE
REPRESENTATION, ARE NOT OF GOD, HOSTS
OR ANY HONEST CITIZEN. IN FACT, THE
ACTIONS OF THIS CULT HAVE PROVEN ILLINTENT AND TOTAL DISREGARD OF THE
POSITION OF EVEN THE POLICE. IF “YOU”
CONDONE SUCH ACTIONS, THEN YOU ARE
BLINDER THAN THE DEEPEST OCEAN
CREATURE. SO BE IT.
FBI VISITATIONS
How interesting to note that Mr. Freeh came and went,
and the world is still turning, and “only the Shadow
knows” what and why of that amazing visit. A clue: Mr.
Freeh and entourage went right on over to Singapore. Oh
my, aren’t we glad Global got there first? There is a lot
going on as the miscreants are making every effort to
“contain” this antibiotic against the PUPPET-MASTERS.
No, they are NOT going to sleep; they are trying to
control and contain an out-of-control bulldozer. The
powers-that-be now KNOW they cannot stop the
reconstruction, so they need to have final threats, then
agreements and some kind of working ORDER. The U.S.
is in great danger, and the Power Elite are in the WORST
DANGER. All factions are doing their investigations, and
studying possibilities for survival and evolvement through
this “white tide” come upon the globe. We will keep our
agreements, and they now realize THAT IS THE ONLY
WAY THIS MIGHTY TIDE CAN BE “CONTAINED”
PEACEFULLY AND WITHOUT TOTAL COLLAPSE
OF GLOBAL SYSTEMS. AM I DELIGHTED WITH
THIS EVOLVEMENT? YES, I AM PLEASED AND
HONORED, BY AND WITH MY TEAMS AND CREW.
TO STAY THE COURSE IN THE ASSAULT, WAVEAFTER-WAVE OF EVEN THOSE WHO
PROCLAIMED SELVES AS GODLY PARTNERS, IS
DIFFICULT, AND YET, THE REAL TEAM HAS
PREVAILED IN THE MIDST OF THE SLINGS AND
ARROWS OF ADVERSITY. WE CAN NOW STAND
BACK AND SEE WHO AND HOW MANY WILL
CHOOSE A BETTER ENDING TO THIS PLAY
ONGOING.
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How many of you want to see the END just because
you have stated or accepted the stupidity of seers and
projectors? How many are willing to say, “I was
wrong”, to avert the disasters—even in personal
ongoing expression? How many actually “believe”
ANYTHING? When you anchor selves to the wind,
you have no roots upon which to secure your
KNOWING.
Does this indicate that the final slings-and-arrows
are on course but the barrage now ceased? NO. Pay
attention: It is the Adversary’s JOB to continue the
barrage and test the mettle of the people.
The kids of the Rainbow, for instance, tried
everything they knew to, thus far, use against my
people, especially my immediate team. They made a
complaint to the Federal Government and Judicial
system to try to get an indictment that, if issued, would
cause the Ekkers to either not go home to attend the
“house” assault, or be arrested, indicted and bound to
virtual “house arrest” until the matters could be cleared.
Oh, indeed, realizing that a total sham case was
conjured, the case would be dropped, for there is NO
CASE—but the “game” would stand a staggering blow.
The Rickies and Eddies of the game realized that
without funds to do battle at the moment, and the
Institute TIED UP ALREADY, Ekkers would surely
LOSE “something” important. Well, they misjudged
what “IMPORTANT” means to dedicated Hosts.
The major players, however, can now just turn tail and
walk away, after they lose this game, and leave Millers to
hold the snipe-bag. This is the “gang’s” modus operandi.
THEY ARE TAKERS AND USERS OF OTHER
PEOPLE’S
ASSETS
AND
PROPERTY—
PROPRIETARY AND OTHERWISE. They will, if not
held responsible, simply “run away”, AS USUAL. What
do I suggest to crew? Counter-watch them digging their
holes deeper and deeper and, when they are all in that pit,
we shall see. Note that Rickie has already run and hid. He
is simply not at the house as much as he was when he
seemed to assume total control of the game? He really
doesn’t write much more for “Sananda”, either, does he?
When you are RIGHT, people, you just move right on
ahead in that truth. So, it takes time for sequence to reveal
TRUTH, when buried as deeply as this activity of the
Spectrum gang has been stashed, in an effort to cover truth
at seemingly “all costs”—TO SOMEONE ELSE, OF
COURSE.
What is still the most damaging of all actions taking
place is that the takers ARE STILL BRINGING THEIR
CHILDREN TO THE CRIME SCENE. WHAT KIND
OF A WORLD ARE YOU REALLY AFTER, PEOPLE?
IS THIS THE WAY YOU TEACH A CHILD HONOR,
TRUTH, INTEGRITY AND RIGHT BEHAVIOR?
WHEN THE PARENT(S) PRESENT THE EXAMPLE IN
ACTION, LANGUAGE AND PROJECTIONS, WHAT IS
THE CHILD TO DO? THE CHILD KNOWS THE
ACTIONS ARE WRONG, BUT HE MUST ACCEPT
THE EXAMPLE, AS “IS”. THIS IS WHERE RESPECT
FOR THE PARENT IS LOST FOREVER. MOREOVER,
IN MY OBSERVATION—SUCH PARENTS DESERVE
NO HONOR.
I will give you miscreants of Spectrum one of the
final observations, which you might well recognize:
The Feds are WITH the Ekkers, not you foolish
pretenders. They have asked that Ekkers be allowed to
stay put and work out the conduit for this Global
program, and they have agreed and extracted
agreements from the very administration and legal
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authorities—TO PROTECT EKKERS AND MAKE
THE WAY EASY AND WORKABLE, AND THEY
WOULD, IN TURN, REAP MUCH AND LARGE
REWARD FOR THAT AGREEMENT. SO, TEAM,
CERTAINLY THAT SEEMS MORE POSITIVE
THAN MOST THINGS IN THESE DAYS OF
“LOSS”.
Know: It is very important when they send the
TOP law honcho to attend security and secretly give
validation to our program and products! The same
“honchos” then went to Singapore, and I believe the
feedback from there (and the places unannounced
publicly) will begin to be responsive. An ASEAN
program is underway and it takes proper attention, as
well as proper agreements, so PLEASE BE PATIENT.
WE ARE NOT GOING TO BREAK “THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO”, I BELIEVE IS THE OLD
“SAYING”.
WE ARE NOT GOING TO “BREAK”
ANYTHING. WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO BRING
“REPAIRS” TO THE SYSTEMS—NOT CRUSH
THE BROKEN CUP BECAUSE OF A BROKEN
HANDLE.
For Ekkers: The agreement is to continue your
presence, in security and “silence”. Each individual
nation must do their own “thing” and we stay out of it,
except for availability for processing—WITH NO
INTERFERENCE OR PARTICIPATION, EXCEPT
THROUGH OFFERINGS AND INFORMATION, IN
ANY COUNTRY, GOVERNMENT OR BANKING
SYSTEM.
Can this be accomplished? Of course, that part of
the game is already accomplished.
Should Rick be upset with himself? Well, I would
guess so! However, he chose the wrong way to have
his tantrums and act upon his anger. The FBI will,
however, be looking into the entire Spectrum clan and,
yes, will probably be bringing down their own
indictments for the things having taken place on
television, the farm, the property and the actions and
thefts at CONTACT. They have all the information—
AND NO, EKKERS HAVE NOT MET WITH
ANYONE.

stock to himself in a corporation the Institute set up
financially—and I, frankly, do not know how much
blood Cort can spare to the PARASITES WITHIN HIS
HOUSE. You want to distance from the Ekkers?
Well, I suggest that you JUST ACCOMPLISHED
THAT. However, that will not happen until convenient,
with the corporations in good order and THIS
MATTER CONFRONTED AND WORKED
THROUGH. A CORPORATION AGENCY IS NOT
FOR DECIDING WHO MIGHT HAVE “TAINTED
TANTRUMS” OR “BASKET-CASE BLUES”. A
BUSINESS MUST DO GOOD, HONORABLE AND
EFFICIENT BUSINESS.
WE ARE NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR, OR ANYONE’S,
CHOICES—BUT WE HOLD YOU RESPONSIBLE
FOR BUSINESS AFFAIRS—WHEN THE
INSTITUTE “SHOULD HAVE” OWNED HALF, AT
LEAST, OF THAT STOCK IN NCH!
Manny is back in the States ALSO, trying to sort
corporation matters. He is a bit irritated, in that his
corporate records were taken back to the U.S. by
Ekkers for safekeeping. Isn’t that equally funny,
NOW—among the MISSING corporate books was his.
Two showed up “back” in things put OUTSIDE the
house for pickup—TWO, only two: the Moore
Foundation AND THE GADI FOUNDATION. Still
want to argue over “who has taken the records from
that office and that house?” Now, Gadi has neither
recognition at NCH NOR HIS RECORDS. WORSE,
some of you still just tag along after the Bopsie Trio.
AND, NO, THAT TRIAD DOES NOT EVEN
HONOR BILGER NOR NOREY.
We will be now forced to get that corporation
shifted to another agent, when convenient, but to go on
and now get registered, etc. in the Philippines, thus
costing the interchange potential with the offices in
Nevada.
Does this mean we will give up business and
corporations in Nevada? No, it means that, as soon as
convenient, the business will be moved and, because of
these things, with a public statement.
The NCH operation was structured and financed at
upstart to ENSURE that no corporation coming through
us or on our advice and advertising would ever lapse,
become delinquent or be defaulted. Monthly payments
were made regularly while NCH was building a base
and growing. Now, in response to that, we find our
corporations, many of them, delinquent, lapsed, ignored
and abandoned. AND, a $40,000 civil suit is pending
against Ekkers.
This may well appear to be “just good business”
but, somehow, it doesn’t really seem that way to me
and certainly not to Ekkers.
Cort was THE one with the house details, and it
seems he dropped his position in that long ago. That
is fine, and through the actions flying around, the
Church in point fell into security by total “accident”.
When Cort asked how he could help straighten out
the house/property matter with Millers, he was told to
please just take care of it until it could be worked out.
No, obviously not even that was secured. The CortNCH suit is still pending but not pressed forward (that
is Cort’s decision), but it will precipitate, now, a
counter-suit—which is a demand of LAW. Well, do
what you will, because we expect those corporations in
limbo to be qualified, brought up to current status and
either held or transferred—BY NCH, like immediately.
No, it is not alright to just send lists to Tehachapi. The

NEW HAPPENING AT NCH
OK, it just keeps on stacking up, Cort. Last night
around midnight the Mayor of Bataan (and Corregidor)
called Ekkers in Manila—so frantic that he just poured
out, without hearing anything, for some ten minutes.
HE WAS IN LAS VEGAS! He was frantic to get
information from “THE AGENT” about the corporation
(GAIA) and was given NOTHING as to information,
where to reach Ekker, where to go—just a NOTHING
encounter.
E.J. covered one more time, but this is “it”. No
more! E.J. finally got through to the man TO LISTEN
and told him that we were now reachable in Manila,
exactly where WE LAST MET WITH HIM. It had
come evening on Friday before he could get organized
enough to call the state records department. This man
had, in tow, FUNDERS for one of the largest single
projects in the Philippines—EVER. And, they can’t
find our corporation? Is this suitable, readers?
Now, I ask, just WHO should be in touch with the
Better Business Bureau, the Secretary of State of
Nevada and the Feds? Cort still has a case on record
against the Ekkers, while it is he who issued all the
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funds paid in to NCH over the many years are
sufficient to cover the costs of these immediate business
transfers. I suggest that the damages incurred in this
past year will more than balance out any expenses
involved. I also suggest that back pay for wrongful
dismissal (to Ron K.) also be considered—right at the
top of the list of “make it right” activities—like
immediately. Everyone is left to their free choices in
any matter, poor or otherwise. However, know that the
legal controversies were not started here, and all it
requires for legal proceedings now is a power-ofattorney or an attorney representing the corporations
and their officers or directors. I frankly don’t know if
Ron K. will even be gracious enough to consider a
“settlement”.
I have further TERRIBLE news for you, Cort, the
Bopsies have stolen, from the offices, several
corporations and their books. A list will be
forthcoming—when our team has time—for
replacements. You might rest assured that some of
those corporations are those which already have caused
so much prior trouble—as to theft of the records.
Humm humm, how do you want to go from this point?
So, will the naughty band of criminals just go along to
spare you the embarrassment, Cort, and bring them
back with their dingies dangling? Crooks don’t usually
play fair, especially with good people. To protect their
asses, Son, they will hang you from the highest yardarm
they can find, rather than admit their crimes.
And COULD anyone on the “Ekker team” have
moved those books? DEAR SIRS: NONE OF
EKKERS’ PEOPLE HAVE BEEN ALLOWED
INSIDE THAT HOUSE AGAIN, AND THE
RECORDS WERE LEFT AS A PICKUP FOR USE
AND NON-SEPARATION FROM OFFICE FILES.
ALL RECORDS LEFT FOR THAT PURPOSE, FOR
SEPARATE
HANDLING,
THAT
VERY
AFTERNOON OF THE LOCKS AND COPS, ARE
GONE—ALONG WITH HEAVY TILLING
EQUIPMENT, ETC. SO, NCH, WE EXPECT THIS
TO
BE
RIGHTED
AND
UPDATING,
REGISTRATION AND TRANSFERS BROUGHT
CURRENT AND THE CORPORATIONS ALL
TRANSFERRED AND PAID FOR. WE WILL
SETTLE LATER.
The Mayor will head on back here to Manila after
he gets the information HE HAS TO HAVE, NOW,
FROM THE STATE, so he can conclude business. He
said he would be back in Manila to meet with us in the
first or second week of December. SO, MARGIE,
DON’T PLAN THANKSGIVING FOR EKKERS,
FOR THIS IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN
ANYTHING GOING “THERE” ANY LONGER. WE
CAN GET OUR LUCKY-POTS TOGETHER
LATER. WE WILL ENJOY A CELEBRATION A
LOT MORE THAN A WAKE FOR THE
MISCREANTS.
SO TO THE FBI
I don’t need to offer more on the FBI, except to
refer to Mr. Soliven’s column-of-the-day.
This is the most SECRET meeting ever held and so
speculation is the only thing left for reporters and
editors. It is interesting to see what is offered. Max
V. Soliven will be our public “mouth” as we allow
Global to become public. He is an honorable man, and
through that honor we can maintain our privacy and
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security. But you who know what is taking place will
enjoy the discourse.
I also want you to note that the FBI had just come
directly from JAPAN (ONE OF OUR BIGGEST
CONSIDERATIONS) to Manila. Ah, always, the plots
thicken, don’t they? Well, enjoy, because GOOD AND
HONORABLE CAN TAKE PLACE, EVEN IN THIS
DAY OF ALL-BUT-TOTAL CORRUPTION.
[QUOTING from “BY THE WAY”, by Max V.
Soliven, Publisher and Chairman of the Board, THE
PHILIPPINE STAR, Sunday, November 7, 1999:]
DID GOD SAVE THE QUEEN,
OR WERE THEY JUST SCARED OF
THE DARNED POLITICIANS?
The Top Guns of the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation came—and went. To our knowledge, they
didn’t take any “unwilling” passenger with them when
they flew off to their next and final stop (before
returning to Washington, DC), which is Singapore. [H:
Well, it isn’t even their FINAL stop on this little trip
around Southeast Asia and China.]
FBI Director Louis J. Freeh, accompanied by
American Ambassador Tom Hubbard and backstopped
by his ranking FBI assistant and deputy directors and
senior G-men, met with President Erap and his senior
Cabinet officials about noon in Malacanang.
After the major part of the discussion, FREEH
AND HUBBARD ASKED FOR A FEW MINUTES
“ONE ON ONE” WITH THE PRESIDENT—but you
already can guess what was discussed in that huddle.
There are no secrets in this country. [H: Oh,
surprises are in store for you, Max.]
The main talking points, on the other hand, centered
on the major concerns of the Americans worldwide—
predominantly the threat of international “terrorism”,
especially the infiltration of Mindanao by the Number
One Terrorist in the U.S. hate parade, Saudi Arabian
billionaire now operating from Taleban-controlled
Afghanistan, Osama bin Laden.
Bin Laden, who’s blamed for the terrible bombings
of the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania
where hundreds died, has been reportedly supporting the
Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) in Mindanao
and other “activities” in the U.S. itself.
The second subject vital to the visiting Feds was the
multibillion-dollar drug trade between Asia and the U.S.
Given special mention in the talk with President Estrada
was the P1-billion drug bust successfully carried out in
Pangasinan two days ago, with the Presidential AntiOrganized Crime Police Task Force (PAOCTF)
operatives of General Panfilo “Ping” Lacson swooping
down on a drug “operation” there involving a huge
cache of shabu (chemical “ice”). The raid had been
based on a tip-off by Jeff Wandling, the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA) agent here.
It turns out that the FBI team arrived, not directly
from Washington, DC but from a similar meeting in
Tokyo (Japan). The high-powered group is traveling,
as is FBI practice, on the agency’s own executive jet
assigned to the FBI boss himself...
[END OF QUOTING]
Enough for now because we have people lined up
to see, and a stack of documents to process.
Superhuman tasks? YES.
Salu, Gyeorgos C. Hatonn
dharma
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Your Beliefs Are
Who You Are
11/6/99—#1
GOD, LIKE ALL THINGS,
IS WHAT YOU PERCEIVE IT TO BE
Hatonn—It? Him? Her? You CANNOT separate
one from the other, and you do not have to reach or
stoop to find God’s gifts. God’s gifts are right in front
of you, if you but accept.
E.B. Meyer wrote a little “gift” of verse: “I used to
think that God’s gifts were shelves—one above the
other—and the taller we grow, the easier we can reach
them. Now I find that God’s gifts are on shelves—one
beneath another, and the lower we stoop, the more we
get.”
God’s gifts, students, are EVERYWHERE, on
EVERY shelf—IN EVERY THING.
When we speak of any thing, we speak of all things.
When you think of a (let’s find something totally
mundane) potato chip—you are thinking of God, for I
don’t think ANY of you can make a potato. All you can
do, actually, is alter its visible presentation—God creates
the potato. You can make synthetics and genetic
alterations, but YOU cannot create a basic potato.
For THIS reason, however, you ARE ALSO
CREATOR! For all of the things of the Universe are
within you and your “space”.
The facts are that—as you realize your potential,
which is 100% PURE POTENTIAL, “IS”—you will
begin to create that which brings positive manifestation,
for you are accepting God Creator as resource. Those
who do not accept God Creator as total resource will
tinker around with lies and counterfeits, stagnate or
actually bring negative and tampered product. Why?
God provides for HIS GOODNESS—HE ALLOWS that
which is otherwise.
You—EACH AND ALL—actually KNOW what is
“right” and that which is “wrong” or negative. You can
only PLAY with that which is all else, or go directly to
the right or to the wrong—your choice!
Unfortunately, to a man who attends ego while
setting aside that which is creative manifestation, the
negatives pile up and become mountains. Then, as one
false premise is covered, it requires another and another
lie. YOU CANNOT “COVER” A LIE WITH TRUTH,
FOR THE FOUNDATION UPON WHICH THE
TRUTH IS BUILT IS UNSOUND. You can do that
which you choose, but foolishness does not wisdom
make. Certainly you cannot long cover TRUTH with
lies, for the foundation is TOO STURDY TO BE
FOREVER HIDDEN, WHILE THE LIE IS BUT A
PASSING FANTASY.
God, nor I, make enemies. People TRY and
ATTEMPT to make enemies of God, through self. You
can’t do that, friends, for it just isn’t so. You only set
self aside, while GOD allows.
GOD BLESSES THAT WHICH IS POSITIVE,
HARMONIOUS, BALANCED AND “RIGHT”. HE
“ALLOWS” THAT WHICH IS OTHERWISE

BECAUSE THE “JOURNEY” IS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION.
Can the presenters of negative actions and thoughts,
i.e., lying, cheating, thieving and bearing false witness,
regain “goodness”? Of course. However, once begun
on a “play” of, say, destruction of another or whatever
might be the intent, unless the revolution away from the
negative actions and thoughts becomes accomplished, the
plot thickens and the experiencing entity mires self
deeper into the entanglement and PERCEIVES no way
out. So, the perception is then that, somehow, by
compounding the negative circumstances that goals can
be obtained through their own “self” righteousness.
Self-righteousness is not righteousness; it is EGO
enslavement OF the entity in point.
These are “GENERIC” experiences and we need put
no “BRAND-NAME” labels on them. However, if there
are manifest scenarios taking place with “Brand Names”,
then reality of recognition is the best teaching tool, for
there is NOTHING like “experience” to teach and from
which to LEARN.
ALL
HAVE BEEN
All have been! All things experienced. Everything
has been “programmed” to present as ANYTHING you
choose. If, however, you impact another with your
FALSE impressions and wishes—the STRONGER
energy of LIGHT will ultimately prevail. You must
understand: That which leads to goodness, balance,
harmony and justice ultimately bears more POWER—
not force; POWER. Good will ALWAYS overcome
evil—if the goodly persist and choose to NOT allow the
ending of the play to be negative, corrupt, destructive or
even “unbalanced”.
Let us say you take a Magic attitude and you hate
someone, want to manipulate someone or get something
for self. So, go with voodoo and, for example, make a
likeness in a doll or a piece of stick, which you call by
the name of whomever you have chosen to bring pain or
demise. Now, you get a bunch of hatpins, or simple
sewing pins or other sticks, and you poke that doll full
of holes. What have you done? NOTHING SAVE
WASTE YOUR TIME AND ENERGY. These “tricks”
only work if the receiving party also BELIEVES they
work. A person within the Light of Creator has no time
or attention for such foolishness. When the vulnerability
holes are closed, there is no way you can even TOUCH
that which is within. You can flap your doll in the wind,
bury it, shoot it, smash it, or steal, lie, cheat and
smother—but you have only damaged SELF—not your
intended target. But, in doing those things, you have
discredited, damaged and broken SELF, for you have
proven your unreadiness for positive participation in the
higher cause of development of POSITIVE CREATION.
When you practice self-centered focus, you negate
the ability to live and produce positively within the
evolving WHOLE, which IS FOCUSED ON POSITIVE
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CHANGE AND GROWTH IN EQUALITY AND
JUSTICE.
Yes, indeed, this must be done with Creative MIND,
but it must be manifest through physical presentation of
THINGS WHICH are already manifest.
The bottom line, readers, is that THOUGHT IS
ALL THERE IS, AND WHERE YOUR THOUGHTS
ARE IS WHEREAT YOU ARE!
How many of you count, and how often do you
count those wondrous blessings and gifts—BEFORE
YOU COUNT THOSE WHICH YOU PERCEIVE
YOU DO NOT HAVE. Then consider this: Do you
now turn to BLAME ANOTHER for that which you do
not have, try to take it from them and snatch what you
can FROM another? Every individual is BORN with
equal opportunity-potential. So, how come some can
topple to the bottom of the “have” stack, get up and
reproduce that which is necessary, honorably, and move
on—while the takers steal the crumbs? They steal from
those who have WHAT THEY FEEL THEY LACK, for
they have no perception of being able to Create their
own.
Should the ones being TAKEN FROM simply pat
the takers on the head and say “well done”? NO! If you
take God’s cooperative GIFTS—as to be so unimportant
as to allow such actions—you have failed to appreciate
the very things of which LIFE is made.
If, however, the genuinely needy person is hungry,
and you can, but fail, to feed him—you are in error, for
if you cannot GIVE and REGIVE, you have limited your
own ability to RECEIVE. And, people, GOD DUMPS
NOT ON YOU—GOOD OR BAD. WHETHER YOU
HAVE WONDROUS GIFTS OR ONLY NEGATIVE
CIRCUMSTANCE, YOU HAVE EARNED IT.
EITHER WAY—YOU HAVE EARNED IT. THERE
IS A POSITIVE PATH AND A NEGATIVE PATH—
YOU CAN TRAVEL BOTH WAYS THEREON BUT
NOT AT THE SAME TIME.
You CANNOT, however, travel BOTH roads at
once. If you bring your negative THOUGHTS AND
ACTIONS onto the Positive passageway—you cannot
endure, and you will be lagging to the point of actually
running headlong in the opposing direction as fast as
your misperceptions and foolishness will take you. YOU
CAN DO EITHER—YOU CANNOT DO BOTH. To
“pretend” only compounds the error.
Therefore, to the BIG question all are prone to ask:
Which are the lessons given—negative or positive? ALL
LESSONS ARE, AND CAN BE, ONLY POSITIVE.
IT IS UP TO YOU, HOWEVER, WHAT YOU
LEARN.
Even TRUTH is all there is; a lie must be
manufactured. Just as a flower IS, a piece of metal IS,
a rock IS—so, too, is TRUTH.
You can make a bouquet of flowers, an ornament of
metal or a wall compiled of rocks—but you have
changed nothing of the flower, the metal or the rock.
Neither can you change TRUTH, nor can you change a
lesson from being POSITIVE.
The one CERTAIN thing about “life” is change. So,
when you perceive something, that is ALL there is to it.
YOU PERCEIVE. The same lesson holds for what is
“right” and “wrong”—only YOU can choose your own
perception in thinking. However, when you KNOW
something is “wrong”, you are a fool to PRETEND and
LIE that it is somehow “right”! You may fool others—
but you do not REALLY fool self.
I can remind you, however, that your “belief” about
this thing called “right” or “wrong” is that which

DEFINES Who You Are. But while you are at believing
and defining—don’t set yourself up as some judge about
others defining themselves according TO YOUR
TERMS. You can halt the very progress of your own
evolution through your unbending attitudes and selfrighteous “beliefs”, structured by your own EGO
DEMANDS.
ENLIGHTENMENT CAN ONLY FLOW
THROUGH THE WILLINGNESS AND ABILITY TO
RECEIVE, ACCEPT AND MOVE WITH CHANGE.
This is why you cannot ever, in TRUTH, take that which
gives discomfort within “feeling self”—as to a manifest
circumstance or action, or even thought—and consider it
to be “doing something right” or growing in Light. You
are dealing with conscience—its very purpose is to guide
SOUL truth, rightness, balance, harmony, love and
TRUTH, TRUTH, TRUTH. You can “put down” those
feelings momentarily and preach whole sermons about
whatever it is in focus—BUT THE NAGGING TRUTH
PUT DOWN—WILL PUSH, PULL AND STAGGER
UNTIL IT BREAKS FREE OF THE LIE.
Please, beloved ones, don’t get comfortable in your
“beliefs”, because life begins at the end of your comfort
zone. For instance, never be closed to realizations. Let
us example this by considering religions. Religions are
of MAN’s devising. “Spiritual” truth is soul connection
with Creator. You not only do NOT “need” brokers—
you cannot have a true connection with these things of
“man” blocking the way. You can experience “religion”
and never lose an iota of Spiritual truth. To sing a
Baptist hymn does not make you a Baptist. To burn
incense makes you neither a Catholic nor a New-Age
Whiz-kid. YOUR THOUGHTS ARE THE MEASURE.
Experience is what learning is all about, chelas. Let us
see as a child who experiences the garden in bloom. Oh
my, the wondrous array of beautiful flowers is
overwhelming. So, it chooses a rose—but the thorn
sticks him. Is the rose less beautiful? Yes, to the child,
immediately less beautiful or desirable. Next he turns to
the daisy, and it neither bites him nor hurts him. Oh, but
there is a most beautiful flower open to the Sun and he
grabs it—only to find it to be a thistle, and it stings and
pricks him. As the child grows, however, he will learn
to enjoy the flower of the thistle with utmost care, the
daisy for its beauty, and he will learn that the rose is
wondrous, for he will simply not grab the thorns. All the
lessons in the Botany class will not teach as well as
those few seconds of experience.
This, however, is the very definition of the various
ages of man. Man MUST mature, or he is but an
experiencing child—all his physical life. Being of
majority age does not a mature-adult make. Further, it
is always the “backward” child that fails to grow in
Truth. Immaturity is the result of failing to grow and
hence why all the foolish games of childish egodemands.
A person, in and of himself, CANNOT be evil, as a
BIG FOR INSTANCE. Only Intent and Action can be
“toward evil” or “toward good”—BUT THOSE WILL
BE ONE WAY OR THE OTHER; FOR, AGAIN, YOU
CANNOT literally experience both at the same instant,
although you may well BE both in “beingness” AT THE
SAME TIME. This might be a bit contradictory to some
of you—until you THINK about it. And, again,
whatever “it” is, it is PERCEPTION—depending on
whether you are experiencing or perceiving.
The next comment might well be: “But the
intentions were good, and while heading for the good an
accident happened and...”. No, there are NO accidents.
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Sorry about that—no accidents. IF YOUR GOAL IN
TRUTH IS SET—YOU WILL HAVE NO
ACCIDENTS IN GETTING THERE. Happenings may
impact you and CHOICES will confront you—BUT NO
ACCIDENTS. YOU ARE WHAT YOU THINK.
YOU BECOME WHAT YOU ARE. THERE IS NO
TIME AND SPACE, SAVE THE MOMENT OF
NOW! SO I REPEAT: YOU ARE WHAT YOU ARE
AND YOU HAVE CREATED SELF TO BE
EXACTLY WHAT YOU PRESENT.
If you ask me what I determine about someone, as to
good or evil, I HAVE NO RESPONSE. Tell me, in
truth, what the being has DONE, and I shall have an
opinion regarding the ACTION. There are major
categories of accepted guidelines as to what is right or
wrong, bad or good. Right actions always make things
good for ALL; wrong actions always hurt some “other”.
What is among the most defining and descriptive
focus that might be an example of a “wrong-doer” who
sets forth to hurt another? ANONYMITY THAT
COVERS IDENTITY. IT NEVER DOES COVER
IDENTITY, BUT IT IS A COWARDLY WAY TO DO
THINGS, IN THE “DARK”, TO COVER THE
“WRONG” ACTION. Failure to identify self is the first
measure of probable intent to WRONG. Why? For the
person involved in the “action” does NOT want to be
recognized. One who is doing a truly GOOD DEED and
wishes no notice unto self will remain anonymous, but
not because he has done something needing atonement or
in hiding from the act. He is putting aside the act of
demanding homage from another. The wrong-doer
simply has intention and hope of HIDING FROM HIS
DEEDS, WHILE HOPING ANOTHER IS BLAMED
OR THAT HE, AT THE LEAST, CAN ESCAPE
RECOGNITION.
There are reasons why a person may wish to remain
anonymous, but 99.99% of the time the reason is to
HIDE, while producing a WRONG.
I would ask you, just to turn the questions around a
bit: “Why is it so important that, say, a homosexual
demand attention and acceptance, and ‘MARCH’ for
rights—usually in costume, to conceal IDENTITY?”
Right or wrong has NOTHING to do with the state of
sexual preference. What if all the heterosexuals
MARCHED? The facts are: WHO CARES? Go live
your life as you see fit and—if you live it in
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL ACTIONS—you will
allow each to be! And “hate” crimes? What are “hate
crimes”? ALL CRIMES ARE HATE CRIMES.
THERE ARE LAWS UPON LAWS AGAINST ALL
SORTS OF CRIME. Just as you can have a “wrong”—
and if you add some more “wrongs”, you still have NOT
developed a RIGHT. This is the same with a lie or a
thousand lies—ALL TOGETHER THEY MAKE NO
IOTA OF TRUTH. Also, know, that you can “think” as
many lies as you wish—but it is the action resulting
from those thoughts of lies that is the deciding factor in
the court. God well KNOWS the INTENT of inner
thought—but man can only surmise, and observe actions
and behavior. What actions do YOU hide, if at all
possible? What do you do in darkness to keep from
being seen or found-out? Sometimes it helps to have a
question of this nature to someone observing your
actions and charade. Notice how the debate and
argument will go, as the excuses for such “dark” actions
pour forth in DEFENSE of self FOR SUCH ACTIONS.
Let us consider Dr. Carlson and his confrontation,
and perceived loss, to the injudicial system.
Did Ron Carlson truly expect to “get away with his
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stand”? NO, he HOPED that he could prevail in reason
and justice. However, he CHOSE to take a stand and,
in so doing, that very act is not for the faint of heart.
Was it a WISE action? Was it a dumb action? No, it
was an ACTION—which can now be utilized through
his seeming “loss” (of freedom) to accomplish what
could not otherwise be accomplished—for the rest of you
to grow and, perhaps, demand a better way. AND, the
ones who stand against that “faintness of heart”, take the
heat for the kitchen staff, allowing all manners of growth
for the rest of us. This is why we regroup and put
whatever talents available into the soup pot—and work
to bring justice out of the injustice.
Many choices are made and acted upon which set
into motion that which ultimately can’t be reversed, as in
“I wish I hadn’t done that...”. But again, these are the
things that DEFINE A MAN. And what we do in
response to his actions DEFINES US AS BEINGS.
Do not lollygag around scratching your backsides,
while also meekly saying “I don’t have anything to
offer...”. Yes, you do. Another ill-chosen attitude in
instances like this is “money is not important”. Are you
a fool? MONEY IS THAT WHICH ALLOWS YOU
TO CONFRONT THE VERY EVIL ACT
PERPETRATED. This is neither good nor bad, it is a
very simple FACT OF LIFE.
Now, for the more difficult point: ASSUMING
UNLIMITED—WHAT WILL YOU DO? My
recommendation is to be unlimited and MOVE ahead.
You are of Creation/Creator—YOU ARE UNLIMITED.
Money is a concept and has no intrinsic value. Worse,
it has NO VALUE at all in this age of worthless paper.
So, when your perception moves into factual
KNOWING—you have no shortage of anything, except
ideas. ALL is available, so together, as ONE, you have
it all. This is why, however, it is debilitating to have
ones offer, take time and, especially, take energy—and
then drop out. You must move on, and another energy
must step forward, run the risk, take the harness and
balance the team.
It is not responsible, however, to demand that the
one who creates the wherewithal ALSO has to bear the
responsibility of taking the whole of the burden. When
one is unlimited and realizes the lack of limitation—then
ALL are unlimited. Think about it and, meanwhile, also
think about how to solve the dilemma confronting such
as Ron Carlson. We will create that which we choose,
and it is extremely important that we do it as
individuals—UNITED to one purpose. If Ron’s
FREEDOM is the goal—we shall gain his freedom, FOR
NO DESTROYER CAN STAND AGAINST THE
CREATION. Would God allow time to our own tiny,
individual needs in learning? Of course, what else is
there?
I like to think of us as being “Creationists”. I don’t
buy into that religious argument about how we came to
BE. THE very secret of the UNIVERSE is that we are
Creationists/Creators. All else is a total illusion—and
not such a good illusion, at that.
In discernment, it is necessary to consider whether or
not an “action” is based on a LIE or fabrication of some
kind, even in ignorance—or is it based on actual,
FACTUAL TRUTH? Note that the people usually
follow the loudest mouth, more especially if they can be
convinced that they, themselves, have somehow possibly
been wronged. Would it not pay to GET TRUTH first?
Well, people don’t usually act in such wise manner—
they just follow the one who CLAIMS to know. This is
political rot, citizens, and the consequences of refusing to

look at and demand TRUTH—this is what has landed
you on a very slippery deck with bare feet.
Does, for instance, a serial murderer KNOW he is
doing “wrong” things? Of course, that is why he tries
to not leave clues to his identity, why he hides the body
of his victim and, generally, HIDES both himself and,
certainly, his actions. If a person knows not that he has
done a wrong, he has not the inclination to hide from the
deed. Even a child learns this almost from birth, even
though his perceptions may not be correct. Therefore,
humans become products of the lies offered through
misteachings. “Wrong” is what is pronounced as
“wrong”. But “wrong” to soul and “wrong” to
experiencing individuals ARE NOT THE SAME. Let
me see if I can restate this more clearly: We innately
KNOW what is acceptable to God—as in “right” or
“wrong”—so, being One with God, we must understand
that negative “wrongs” are wrongs against ourselves and,
therefore, against God and, thusly, this gives a guideline
for behavior that brings happiness or unhappiness within
soul. A “wrong” under the laws or regulations of man
might well not even be remotely wrong—but you are
stuck in human format—to abide by those laws—or else.
BY THE WAY: GOD NEVER FORCES YOU TO BE
OR DO ANYTHING—MAN USES FORCE.
To “get” something from another doesn’t mean a thing.
When you grow beyond the NEED to have the “thing”, that
is when victory and growth have been achieved. And
KNOW, when you have grown beyond that “need”, you
have moved into total FREEDOM. Let us consider a
hunter who finally shoots an elephant, and he stands with
his killing machine held high and his foot upon the
elephant’s lifeless head. What has the idiot accomplished?
NOTHING, save further limitations on self—FOR LIFE IS
GOD. And what, for instance, can you DO with a dead
elephant? You think you have bravely faced the king of
animals and bested him? No, you have simply PROVEN
your own LACK and WEAKNESS, for you did not meet
the animal one-to-one—you cheated. Cheating weakens,
integrity strengthens.
The facts are, simply, that man is given, in the
human form: FREE-WILL CHOICE. And in the end of
experience—called physical casting-off of the body—you
judge self in the presence of God (who keeps it
objective) and move right on within another experience.
YOU CANNOT DIE, so face it, you don’t even greatly
change experiences—only expression of self. You can,
however, make THAT experience anything you choose,
in unlimited form.
I don’t need to belabor this conversation but I would
like to share a thoughtful statement from my son,
Afrikadzata Deku.
[QUOTING:]
THE LAW OF SOWING AND REAPING
What we think is what we are. What we are is what
we have. What we have is what we deserve. To have
what we deserve we must be able to SOW only that
which we want to harvest.
What we are is what we sow. What we think, what
we say, what we do is what we sow daily in our land of
our Mental World.
For the fruit to grow, the seedling must be healthy.
For the seedling to grow into the plant we want, it must
be the right one for the right result we want.
Think love and you will reap love. Think fear and
you will have fear limiting you all way round.
Act Forgiveness for Forgiveness to be your friend for
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life.
[H: Ah, but how arrogant to “forgive” that which
has not been petitioned for forgiveness. “Forgiveness” is
possibly one of the most MISUNDERSTOOD conditions
in “living”.]
Talk sincerity and honesty and you will find open doors
wherever the Spirit leads. For every action there is a
reaction. For every day of Sunshine there is a time of
rainfall.
Thinking is sowing and sowing is harvesting.
Every act of ours is planting something.
Every thought of ours is an act of Creation.
Our lives are the products of our belief, shaped by the
degree of our consciousness or ignorance of our Divinity
and oneness with OUR Creator as the only source of our
supplies. Heaven or hell, joy or pain is always for us for
the asking, whenever and wherever we reap what we sow
through Words, Thoughts and Deeds.
There is no LIFE without its joy and pain. There is no
LIFE without its law of birth and decay, no LIFE without
its pain of growing, no LIFE without its excitement of
maturing, no LIFE without its bliss of refining, and there
is no LIFE without its Law of Trial, Error and Lessons.
We are the same Energy we call the Sun. We are the
same Energy called the Ocean. We are the same POWER
that makes all for all. Man and Nature are One.
Cooperation in harmony with Nature and not HER
domination and exploitation should be the KEY to Man’s
self-redemption and peace.
Every peak of our lives is ours only if we share it with
Joy with Others. Sharing is multiplying and hoarding is
decay. Every Valley in our journey to Maturity is to be
Mastered for oneness with God, if we are to shine for our
inevitable victory over the Forces of Darkness in and
around us.
There is no harvesting without planting. What we Sow
is what we Reap.
To learn and apply the lessons of the Divine Law of
Cause and Effect in our lives is to live and die WISE in the
Kingdom of Fools.
[END OF QUOTING]
ALL “THINGS” are for your use, whether you use
them wisely or in foolishness. Be what you will—the wise
man or the fool—for it is your choice.
SACRED POWER COMES FROM WITHIN.
If you perceive VICTORY as taking something from
another, you have no victory. What you steal from another
can only BE YOUR LOSS, NOT YOUR GAIN.
Therefore, to Dharma and all beyond this keyboard:
Be careful what you consider to be “loss”, for most often
when you stop, still self and consider all circumstances—
there CAN BE NO LOSS!
ONLY A FOOL STANDS OVER A DEAD
ELEPHANT AND PROCLAIMS HIMSELF A WINNER.
ONLY A TOTAL FOOL COULD POSSIBLY BE SO
STUPID. THAT WHICH IS NOT YOURS CAN NEVER
BE YOURS, WITHOUT THE GIVING OF IT FROM THE
ONE WHO HOLDS IT TRULY. IN THIS VERY WAY,
YOU CANNOT TAKE EKKERS’ HOME—YOU CAN
ONLY, THROUGH FORCE AND MANIPULATION, AT
MOST, TAKE A BUILDING. “HOME” IS NOT A
BUILDING. LIFE IS NOT “ONE” EXPERIENCE.
In operatic circles, the saying goes: It is not over until
the fat lady sings. I WOULD REMIND YOU THAT THE
FAT LADY HAS NOT EVEN YET BEGUN HER SONG!
Salu, Aton
dharma
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You Are In This World
But You Are Not Of It
11/9/99—#1
MISPERCEPTIONS
Hatonn—To the CONTACT crew and staff: I am most
grateful that you are moving right along with the paper,
CONTACT, in that you are supplying confirmation and
backup to that which we present and allowing it to be seen
that we, indeed, DO know what we are doing in physical
action, even if the task be seemingly endless and tedious.
MAJOR happenings are sweeping the lands and—as John
pulls out the relevant articles while the slack is being taken
up by other things—it allows us to share and move on in
areas where YOU, yes YOU, are asking input. This ranges
from Spiritual Truth, Daily Guidance to “what’s the price
of gold?” And, of course, “show me the money”! The
other contributors are, as well, offering extremely helpful
and diversified input that makes a “paper” a GREAT
PAPER. With each production of that paper, CONTACT,
the movement toward wondrous harvest of our own foreign
mission moves ahead exponentially. A man, a country, a
society (all are but individuals) must first understand, and
to reach through, there must be the teaching and
presentations FOR THAT UNDERSTANDING. We are
humbly grateful for your having taken the responsibility and
kept that conduit open and growing.
It is often considered as to why politicians, for
example, always lie, cheat and steal. THEY DO NOT
KNOW TRUTH. TRUTH IS NOT WITHIN THEM
FROM THE START—THEY MOSTLY HAVE NO REAL
IDEA OF THE LIES THEY TELL. ADD THIS
UNKNOWN TO THE DELIBERATE AND CONSCIOUS
EGO-SATISFACTION AND CORRUPTION, AND YOU
HAVE TOTAL CHAOS BUILT ON NOTHING BUT
LIES. TRUTH, ONCE UNDERSTOOD, IS FAR MORE
EASILY COMPREHENDED BUT—AFTER A WHILE OF
LIVING IN THE LIE—THERE IS NO RECOLLECTION
OF ACTUAL “TRUTH”. WE ARE NOTHING SAVE
REMINDERS OF TRUTH, AND WHEN PEOPLE SEE
TRUTH—THEY SHALL CHANGE THE SYSTEMS.
MONEY
What are you talking about when you ask for “money”?
Until you KNOW what it is you actually want, how can we
even begin to communicate—much the less shower you
with “something”?
We here do not want “money”; we don’t even want
gold. WE WANT SOMETHING TO SET FORTH AS A
FOUNDATION “IN VALUE”, AGAINST WHICH SOME
KIND OF COMMODITY CAN BE MEASURED FOR
BUSINESS AND LIVING EXCHANGE, IN STABILITY.
This very accumulation requires that those who have a
valued commodity be able to bring it forth in exchange for
value and, under the LAW, be allowed fair transaction
transfer. THEN, as value is exchanged, there is fair and
just ability to bring home the bread, the bacon, the green,
the roof repairs and the baby’s milk. You must have a
measure of exchange or go back to the cave, where you
exchanged a piece of dinosaur for a bit of snake or

pterodactyl bone for your marrow broth.
This is NOT “love of money”, readers; THIS is love of
that which can be honorably exchanged, and from which
FREEDOM can be built with justice and, yes, freedom for
all can be regained or established.
I believe we have proven that neither myself, nor
Ekker-Ekker or our wonderful team(s) here in Manila, are
out to own the world, only TO GIVE value and substance,
WHICH BRINGS EQUALITY UNTO THE PEOPLE. You
can offer a way to build a foundation upon which people
have opportunity to grow, build and DEVELOP freedom,
integrity and self-respect. So, please, you as individuals,
check where your desires circulate. And, moreover, check
carefully what you do to prevent, at all possible costs,
actually, destroying the very people able to bring forth
successful interchange.
Well, you can tear down the frivolous shreds of living
and make it all but impossible for the team to function—
but you CANNOT stop that which is built on a
FOUNDATION OF GOD AND HONOR. FOR
INSTANCE, THE ENTIRE WORLD PRONOUNCING
THAT O.J. SIMPSON MURDERED HIS WIFE—DOES
NOT MAKE IT SO! And so you, as a people, construct a
judicial system and a JURY pronounces, after years in
litigation, a man innocent—and if the verdict does not
please you, you simply override the LAW and set him up
again for the Khazarian Power-Elite to debase both the man
AND THE LAW under the Constitution. I remind all of
you: God is NOT “unconditional” love. He may well
“have” unconditional love—but what God is, is
ABSOLUTE: absolute love, absolute truth, absolute justice,
absolute LIGHT. And, all the redefining of words for your
own purposes does not change an iota of the facts of it.
People can only be “confused” when they DON’T
BOTHER TO LEARN AND “KNOW” FACTS AND
TRUTH. Do not tell me, for instance, that Ekkers
suddenly, in a fit of temper, after 15 years of proximity to
me (as in service to GOD), got “tainted” or became basketcases—because they STOPPED a raid, theft of other’s
property, called the people lying on their lies and
confronted the ADVERSARY, head-on. And do not tell us
that all the grabbing, thieving, taking and lying about it,
back in Tehachapi, California, in the VALLEY OF MY
RADIANCE, is goodly. It is as intentionally EVIL as
anything yet perpetrated. Well, GOD REQUIRES
JUSTICE—period.com. If justice is not forthcoming, then
it REQUIRES action through avenues set up for man’s use:
THE LAW.
Gold, my friends, may not be a palatable food in
itself—BUT I PROMISE YOU—IF FOOD IS
AVAILABLE AT ALL, THE GOLD CAN PURCHASE IT
OR, MOST CERTAINLY, “SOME” OF IT. It requires
“value” (gold?) to even purchase seed for the wheat or rice
crop to be planted. But if the seed is not fertile, you still
have nothing, and if you eat the seed before planting, you
have NOTHING to replenish the larders. LIFE in the “fast
lane” is actually no different from the “slow lane”. You
cannot EAT gold, and you won’t have anything to eat, if
you so destroy the balance of that which is to the extent of
rendering the planet sterile. You had best think on THESE
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THINGS, for that is where you are headed!
It is not genetically-altered fruit of any vine that is
dangerous, for the stomach or body knows not the genetic
alteration, unless the deliberate crossbreeding creates toxins
of a new species. But the danger lies in such hybridization
as to produce non-viable seed for the “next” crop. And
STOP IT, foolish people, genetic alterations have been
taking place since man first grafted a peach tree to an
apricot sprout or an apple to a pear. You accept such
caribou poop as FACT, as to terrify the angels. Most of
you scream “murder” about some enhanced or irradiated
food, which has killed the microbes that make you deathly
ill—and then go drink your bourbon and inhale the poison
of tobacco. This is a real shame, for tobacco has qualities
that could save your species—if used PROPERLY, as GOD
PRESENTED IT. “A” beer is actually GOOD FOR YOU
and “a glass or two” of wine is GOOD FOR YOU, so you
drink 16 beers and 12 glasses of wine—at a sitting! Smart?
Wise? You will “celebrate” if it kills you? (???)
What you fail to understand, apparently, is that when
you are being self-serving, you are actually serving God,
and I wonder how many of you would SUBJECT GOD,
DELIBERATELY, TO YOUR ANTICS? YOU and your
FATHER are One—THIS MEANS THAT ME AND THEE
ARE ONE. So, you who pull your dark tricks must come
to understand that—though you may fool a few more
foolish or innocent than you—YOU DO NOT FOOL
EITHER GOD OR ME AND, THEREFORE, CANNOT
REALLY FOOL ANYONE. YOU CAN GET PEOPLE
TO JOIN WITH YOU IN YOUR ANTICS ONLY IF “IT
ALSO SERVES THEM” IN THE OUTCOME OF HURT
AND PAIN TO ANOTHER. TO MAKE ANOTHER
LOOK BAD TO ENHANCE YOUR OWN IMAGE OF
SELF—OR IN THE EYES OF OTHERS—ACTUALLY
DESTROYS YOUR OWN CREDIBILITY. BUT TO
DESTROY AND EXPECT NO REBUTTAL OR STANCE
UNDER THE LAW FROM THOSE YOU HIT AND
SMITE—IS LUDICROUS. AND, PEOPLE, NOTE THE
COMPANY “YOU” KEEP. ARE THEY INTO TRICKS,
WHILE ALSO SUCKING “YOU” WITHIN THOSE
ANTICS AND HURTFUL DEEDS? WELL, YOU HAD
BEST TAKE A GOOD, HARD LOOK BECAUSE THE
“SORTING” IS AT HAND, AND GOD IS WITHIN EACH
AND ALL—BUT GOD WILL NOT “HELP” THOSE
WHO PROCLAIM TO BE AN ENEMY AND WILL
ACTUALLY NUDGE THEM TO MAKE MORE AND
MORE BLUNDERS, SO THAT “YOU” MIGHT BE
PULLED FROM YOUR MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND
WRONG
ACTIONS—IT
IS
CALLED
“CONSEQUENCES”, OR, MORE SIMPLY: EFFECT OF
YOUR CAUSE(S). When THE MISCHIEVOUS
ACTIONS have gone further and deeper, while being more
and more obvious, the “crowd”, having been misled, will
finally turn and confront the miscreants mightily—and
some of you are going to shortly be feeling the sting of that
confrontation from those you have tricked and fooled.
COUNT ON IT. Can I depend on the intended receivers
getting my mail? Of course, they steal the messages
directly and thus become MY BEST AND MOST
DEPENDABLE READERS!
Oh, but doesn’t God ever quit the counter-annoying?
NO! GOD WINS, AND THAT MEANS THAT THE
ADVERSARY SHALL BE PUT-ASIDE ONE WAY OR
ANOTHER, IN TRUTH, IN JUSTICE, IN LOVE OF THE
ILL-INTENDED CONSCIOUSNESS—TO PROTECT THE
SOUL.
There is something you ALL keep overlooking: The
soul is not actually housed WITHIN the body—the SOUL
HOUSES THE BODY. What do you use as definition for
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aura? The soul is that energy which is eternal, with God,
and contains the body physical. The body provides a
human physical experience for the SOUL. AND THE
SOUL? THE SOUL IS GOD!
But you thought...? Well, chelas, I bring you truth,
and I can’t help it if you choose to pour poison, lies and
wrong intentions within your glorious self.
I also get: “I didn’t set forth to be a teacher!” Or, “I
claim to be a teacher, even of ETHERIC STATUS, and
bring teachings from invisible speakers on high.” On
HIGH? How about “LOW”? If GOD IS EVERYTHING,
EVERYWHERE, IS HE NOT HIGH AND LOW? And,
people, it is the perception of the READER, when the
written word is offered, that matters—not the receiver and
not the speaker. YOU are a teacher, and to deny self
because you choose to teach that which is NEGATIVE
AND INCORRECT, is your problem, not that of another.
However, those who do tend to accept “another’s” point of
view (as in teacher), and the TEACHER SETS FORTH OF
HIS OWN RECOGNITION AND CLAIMS, misleads and
deliberately presents lies instead of truth, it is, again, the
reader who errs, for it is far more costly to the reader in
immediate assumptions—but AH, the teacher has more
greatly erred in his very soul being. Ignorance is quite
plausible as denial from the innocently ignorant. The
deliberate deceiver is, EVERY TIME, held totally
accountable.
So, you read along and suddenly you are confronted by
that which seems such a CONTRADICTION as to stun
you. GOD IS NOT CONTRADICTION—as in total
definition—GOD IS OFTEN DIVINE DICHOTOMY. The
definitions here referenced are two seemingly contradictory
truths, existing simultaneously in the same place. There IS
such a thing as good and evil. All there is, however, is
LOVE.
You must understand that, in your physical expression,
you exist in the realm of the “relative”. That “other” realm
is that of “ABSOLUTE”. Thus, it is clear that the one
truth, which is ALL THERE IS, sometimes produces an
effect which, viewed in relative terms, appears to be a
contradiction.
This dichotomy is a very real part of the human
experience. And it is virtually impossible to live gracefully
without accepting this fact. One is always grumbling,
angry, thrashing about, vainly seeking “justice” or earnestly
trying to reconcile opposing forces which were never meant
to be reconciled, but which, by the very nature of the
tension between them, produce EXACTLY THE DESIRED
EFFECT.
THE REALM OF THE RELATIVE IS, IN FACT,
HELD TOGETHER BY JUST SUCH TENSIONS, WHICH
SPRING FORTH IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES OF
DIVINE DICHOTOMY.
As an example, the tension between good and evil: In
ULTIMATE reality, there is no such thing as good and evil
but ah, yes, there IS good and there IS evil. In the realm
of the absolute, all there is, is LOVE. Yet, in the realm of
the RELATIVE, you have created the experience of what
you “call” evil, and you have done it for a very sound
reason. You wanted to experience love, not just “know”
that love is All There Is, and you cannot experience
something when there is nothing ELSE but that. And so,
you created in your reality (and continue to do so every day)
a polarity of good and evil, thus using one so that you
might experience the other.
It is extremely important for your graceful and forwardmoving experience to recognize “contradiction” vs. “Divine
Dichotomy”. One holds truth, the other holds true
oxymoronic contradiction. And may GOD grant the

GRACE for your discernment and judgment.
Divine Dichotomy holds that it is possible for two
apparently contradictory truths to exist simultaneously in
the same space.
Now, on your planet, people find this difficult to
accept. They like to have order, and anything that does not
fit into their picture is automatically rejected. For this
reason, when two realities begin to assert themselves and
they seem to contradict one another, the immediate
assumption is that one of them must be wrong, false or
untrue. It takes a great deal of maturity to see, and accept
that, in fact, they might both be true.
In the human “relative” circumstance you forget much.
One of the most forgotten is that there is a third aspect of
your being. YOU ARE A THREE-PART BEING, MADE
UP OF BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT.
Most of you seem to think your mind is somehow in
your “head”, of whichever end you choose. NO, the
BRAIN is in the head. That is an ORGAN with a
function, but it is not THE MIND. THE MIND IS IN
EVERY—EVERY—CELL IN YOUR BODY, AS WELL
AS WITHIN THE PART OF AURA (ENERGY) WHICH
MOVES FROM “CONSCIOUS” TO “SUBCONSCIOUS”
AND ON INTO “HIGHER EXPRESSION”.
What you call the mind is really an energy. It is
THOUGHT. And thought is an energy, NOT AN
OBJECT.
Your brain is an object. It is a physical, biochemical
mechanism—the largest, most sophisticated but not the
only—mechanism in the human body; with which the body
translates, or converts, the energy, which is your thought,
into physical impulses. Your brain is a transformer. So is
your whole body. You have little transformers in every cell.
Biochemists have often remarked at how individual cells—
blood cells, for instance—seem to have their own
intelligence. They do, in fact, have exactly that.
I would note here that it is not just little cells that have
a mind of their own, but every male on the planet knows
about a particular body part that very often seems to have
a mind of its own. This may seem quite amusing but it is
far from “funny”. Man functions so totally “below-the-belt”
as to be staggering. The very destruction of a given entity
is often through this very misplaced “mind”. Look at the
downfall of notable personages, e.g., Clinton. Miss
Manipulator USED that, while never finding even real
pleasure from the encounters, much the less, fulfillment.
Ah yes, indeed, you can POINT at him and at her as
if you are above that type of maneuvering and
manipulation. BUT YOU USUALLY ARE NOT.
ANYONE WHO WOULD USE GOD, FOR INSTANCE,
AS IN “SOUL MATE” NONSENSE, TO GET A SEXUAL
FAVOR, IS THE WORST CHEATER OF ALL. YOU
ARE “ALL” SOULMATES TO ONE ANOTHER, AND
WITH GOD, SO HOW COME YOU COP-OUT ON SUCH
DRIVEL? WHEN YOU HAVE DONE IT TO THE
LEAST OF MINE—YOU HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME.
GOD DOES NOT NEED YOUR SEXUAL EXPRESSION
AND ABHORS YOUR MISUSE OF SUCH A
WONDROUS GIFT! SO, DOES A MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE OR PRETEND COMMITMENT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE? NO! It only makes the LIE ever larger.
When you grow in Spiritual clarity and understanding,
you tend to focus on mission, purpose and greater things
than the more base of the energy centers. It does not mean
that the energy is GONE but that it no longer is a necessary
or “pushing” focus in your experience. If you are pursuing
a goodly purpose, you are so absorbed in your focus as to
lessen the distractions manipulating you. This does NOT
LESSEN LOVE; IT ALLOWS LOVE TO MORE FULLY
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EXPRESS ITSELF. Remember that sex is not LOVE, and
rarely even is a recognition of “LOVE”, in truth.
You people know this, all of it. So, the big question
is not “When will you learn?” It is “When will you act on
what you’ve already learned?”
Those who would tell you otherwise are lying to you,
and they are invariably lying to you for their own selfish
purposes.
GOD DOES NOT ASK YOU TO GIVE UP
ANYTHING OF NORMAL EXPRESSION: HE
DEMANDS THAT IF YOU ARE IN TRUTH—BE
RESPONSIBLE.
So WHY does everything permanent turn out to be
temporary, over and over again? Because there is no such
thing as “permanent”. The very impermanence is the only
truth. All things are energy, and energy is in constant
motion and change.
If it were so—that anything was actually
“permanent”—it could not BE. For even the very concept
of permanence depends upon impermanence to have any
meaning. Therefore, even permanence is impermanent.
Look at this deeply. Contemplate this truth. Comprehend
it, and you comprehend God.
This is the “Dharma”, and this is the “Buddha”. This
is the Buddha Dharma. I did not say “Doris”—I said
“DHARMA”. This IS the teacher. This is the lesson and
the Master. This is the object and the observer, rolled into one.
They never have been OTHER than ONE. It is you
who have unrolled them, so that your life may unroll before you.
Yet, as you watch your own life roll out before you, do
not yourself become unraveled. Keep your SELF together!
See the ILLUSION! Enjoy it! But do not become it! YOU
ARE NOT THE ILLUSION, BUT THE CREATOR OF IT.
YOU ARE IN THIS WORLD, BUT NOT OF IT.
In this very way you can look at life and perceive death
quite differently than you, perchance, consider it to be.
Example: See the flower as dying and you will see the
flower sadly. Yet, see the flower as part of a whole tree
that is changing, and will soon bear fruit, and you see the
flower’s true beauty. When you understand that the
blossoming and the falling away of the flower is a sign that
the tree is ready to bear fruit, then you understand life.
Look at this most carefully and you will see that life is
its own analogy.
Always remember: You are not the flower, nor are you
even the fruit—YOU ARE THE TREE. And your roots are
deep, embedded in Creator. I, Creator, am the soil from
which you have sprung, and both your blossoms and your
fruit will return to ME, creating more rich soil. Thus, life
begets LIFE, and cannot know death—EVER.
Ah, “but we were talking about gold, and, and...”, you
interrupt? Well, perchance you need more lessons about
LIFE, TRUTH, CONTRADICTIONS AND FACT. YOU
CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT “GOLD”, CHELAS, IT
MAKES UP A MOST CRITICAL PORTION OF YOU—
FROM CELL TO VALUE. YOU ARE CREATED
(COMPILED) OF ALL THINGS IN THE UNIVERSE
INCLUDING GOD. WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS
FACT, THEN WE MAY HAVE A CHANCE OF
BRINGING BALANCE, WHOLENESS, RADIANCE,
JUSTICE, LOVE, TRUTH AND HARMONY UNTO THE
PLANET, IN HER WONDROUS PLACE WITHIN THE
COSMOS AND UNIVERSE. There can be no perfection,
in truth, within the UNIVERSE, if there be totally
unbalanced cells (planets) roaming around in disharmony
and destruction within the orderly working systems of same.
And, you cannot bring into balance a planet, a government
or a society until balance and harmony are a working
PART-and-PARCEL of the individuals who MAKE UP
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THE WHOLE THEREOF.
You people latch onto LIES and make them real,
somehow. Was Jesus, as you call him, an evil man? HOW
DO YOU KNOW? He was crucified as a criminal—
doesn’t that say “something”? HOW DO YOU KNOW?
Well, was HITLER a nasty, bad kid? HOW DO YOU
KNOW? WHO SAID? Hummnn...
Was Marcos a terrible dictator? (Well, he was NOT a
dictator in any defined term.) But was he a horrendous
individual? Oh? WHO TOLD YOU THAT? DID OR DO
YOU EVEN KNOW THE MAN? Oh, you saw a picture
on television and they said...! Oh, does that make it so?
Who, perchance, controls the television, the press and all
information resources? WHO WRITES YOUR
DICTIONARIES, WHILE CONTINUALLY CHANGING
THE DEFINITION OF WORDS? Oh my, what an awful
confrontation to your senses? PERHAPS IT IS A DIVINE
DICHOTOMY WHICH CAUSES YOU TO LOOK AT
WHAT IS!
You can STOP this ongoing game of “mystic circus”
any time you choose to do so. You can, however, as well,
expect confrontation AND ACTION, if you conduct yourself
and your actions in unrighteous and unlawful, immoral
ways. A responsible individual MUST stand against such
wrongful behavior. The facts are, unsuspecting friends who
have even WRITTEN on this topic: TO COVER CRIME
IS A “MISPRISION OF FELONY”—A CRIME, UNDER
THE LAW. IF YOU AID AND ABET CRIME, “YOU”
ARE AS GUILTY AS THAT ONE FOR WHOM YOU
COVER! IF THE GLOVE FITS, GET ON WITH
WEARING IT—BEFORE YOU FALL BEFORE THE
LAW.
When GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO SET THINGS
TO STRAIGHT, it is WISE to set them to straight. For,
when you are WRONG and deliberately choose to stay in
the “wrong”, you will be confronted BY THE LAW,
UNDER THE LAW.
You might better, EACH OF YOU, look around you
and SEE WHO YOU SERVE—personally. Are you
actually the butt of the wrongful actions—AND WHO
WILL STAND BEFORE THE COURT? THE ONE WHO
ALLOWED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEEDS—
GUILTY OR INNOCENT. BUT, IF YOU HAVE
PRESENTED WRONG, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE,
AREN’T YOU? So be it.
GOD ALWAYS GIVES OPPORTUNITY FOR
POSITIVE CHANGE; MOST EGO-CRIPPLES WILL NOT
RESPOND TO THAT KNOCK OF OPPORTUNITY BUT
WILL SUCK DEEPER WITHIN THE MIRE OF THE
EVIL PERPETRATORS, AS THEY STRUGGLE TO
CONTINUE TO KEEP THEMSELVES COVERED—
ESPECIALLY FROM YOU WHO WILL CATCH THE
DEBRIS FALLOUT.
And so, this is life: ever changing, ever flowing, ever
expressing. Are you floating on the surface, being totally
adrift? Or, are you taking control of yourself and bringing
your vehicle to right course? YES, IT DOES MATTER!
I further suggest that EACH of you consider this very
carefully, for if you have taken something, anything, from
another unrighteously, you can sit and gloat—BUT—he
who gloats first, usually does not GLOAT LAST. No
“charge” shall be overlooked! THAT IS THE WAY OF
GOD! HE ALLOWS; HE DOES NOT COVER
WRONGFUL ACTIONS OR INTENTIONS.
In deepest love and hopes for your
ENLIGHTENMENT,
I remain,
Hatonn/Aton
dharma
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God’s Guidance Not Unique,
Your LISTENING Is
11/11/99—#1
WINDS OF CHANGE ARE BLOWING
EVEN IF YOU CAN’T SEE IT, LOOK FOR THE SIGNS
Hatonn—As you sit in, seemingly, unknowing—
you DO.
You cannot see the wind, but when the trees bow
down their heads and move about, you know that the
wind is there.
When we take responsibility for something, we
must accept that responsibility; however, this does not
mean that we take from another, “his/her”
responsibility. Just make sure in each instance that you
are not “dumping” just to “get rid of” something
unpleasant OR THAT YOU PERCEIVE YOU
CANNOT HANDLE SIMPLY BECAUSE YOU
DON’T FEEL CAPABLE. THE DOERS OF THE
WORLD DO NOT FEEL “CAPABLE”; THEY JUST
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AND ACT. It becomes
obvious that some are “able” to accomplish in certain
circumstances, while others are not. However,
interpretations can only be made FOR SELF, for all of
life and living is registered through “perceptions”. We
each must serve where we CAN serve, but we must
also realize that one cannot do FOR another.
Hearing guidance from God is not something
unique—LISTENING IS!
Dharma has asked for an interruption here to turn
focus to ongoing things here in Manila, which must take
place this morning. Therefore, I will hold up on this
topic for a later sitting. Thank you for calling attention
to our more urgent needs. Thank you for the
interruption and patience, as we took time to boost the
winds beneath the wings of freedom. Never mind
“time”—watch the sequence unfolding. Action is but
the affirmation unto LIFE and living. Therefore, when
you act in TRUTH, you are not only affirming but
reconfirming your very being. The reverse side of the
issue, however, is that if you wrap self in cocoon of
shrouding, you can neither see nor FEEL the winds,
which may well be blowing good tidings of great joy.
Those shrouds are called LIE and DECEPTION.
People often go through their entire physical experience
without seeing truth or the wind.
Each of you wishes to put a label to things or man,
so that you can judge the thing or man without
discerning or thinking. It won’t work, because all that
is necessary to then deceive you or distract you is to
mislabel. There may well be a Jesus (many with that
name) and there is a state of emotional being which is
“Christ”. How can you tell which is which? ONLY
THROUGH ACTIONS, dear ones, ONLY through
actions, for any man can present himself in any way he
chooses—and he may well call himself “Christed”, but
neither statement makes it so.
Worse yet, your search for goodness is NOT
toward SOMEONE called “Jesus”, even if he be
“christed”, but for the CHRISTEDNESS or “state of

being” in Truth, Light, Love, Oneness within God,
Balance, Harmony, or THE WHOLE of SOUL
BEINGNESS WITHIN THESE WONDROUS
EXPRESSIONS. If you simply set off on a hither-andyon search for Jesus, you may end up finding Mr. Jesus
(Heysoos) of the Mexican Drug Cartel.
Likewise, in Manila or in the Philippines, if you go
looking for “sin” you SHOULD end up at the
Archdiocese of the Roman Catholics, at the door of
Cardinal Sin, the highest-ranking priest of the Roman
Catholic Church in Southeast Asia.
I will, however, remind you of something: IF A
MAN REFUSES TO IDENTIFY HIMSELF AND
CONTINUES WITH “ANONYMOUS” AFTER HIS
NAME
IS
ASKED—CALL
HIM
MR.
ANONYMOUS IF YOU WILL, BUT NEVER
TRUST THE MAN FOR TRUTH EVER AGAIN,
FOR HE IS HIDING.
And how do you decipher a return address such as:
“The Truth, Number One, More to Come”? Is this
some Mr./Mrs. Truth with a given name of “The”? Do
they live at Number One, More St., in To Come...? Is
this not as silly as anyone can get? The contents, of
course, are even more stupid than the return address
but, humor aside, can you truly TRUST and BELIEVE
someone who does things in hidden fashion, even to his
name? IF YOU ACT IN TRUTH AND JUSTICE,
YOU ARE PROUD TO AFFIX YOUR SIGNATURE
OR NAME. In this instance, ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS WATCH WHICH WAY THAT
PROVERBIAL “WIND” IS BLOWING!
It is much as with claiming “abandonment” by
Ekkers of the property on Adam Dr. They inhabited
that piece of property through litigation and thick-andthin, in total continuity, since Spring of 1987. Is this
abandonment? REALLY? Now, I ask you if it isn’t
possible to consider who might be Mr. The?
Do you actually think Ekkers are “hiding”? Is it
hiding to stand forth with signatures, seals and
fingerprints (black and legal) on thousands of
documents—before the most powerful people and
organizations IN THE WORLD TODAY? And, can
you remotely conjure, because they are on a
BUSINESS trip to achieve this program, that they have
abandoned all their earthly property, even to the
memorabilia of a lifetime, for “Mr. The Truth” to steal
out of their private dwelling?
While we are on the topic, though, how is it that
these same people have been allowed free-run of this
property to steal and filch anything and everything they
wish? Some personal property was put outside in the
open area—as in dumped—on which it has now rained,
and that property is ruined. Is this of LOVE and
LIGHT? Wow, if you said yes, you are truly in need
of some better input as to perceived right and wrong,
legal and illegal, moral and immoral. Well, these are
the ones who set themselves up as Receivers of Etheric
Teachers and they claim to bear TRUTH. One or two
even CLAIM to be Etheric Equals, able to literally
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EDIT the material and DO SO BEFORE THE
PUBLIC GETS IT—still unidentified AS TO SOURCE
AND RESOURCE.
Now it is interesting to note that those self-same
people put up a “For Sale” sign before the house and
have now added across that one, “Sold”. Wow, and
without even handling anything else properly, you now
have compounded the wrongful actions.
It is noted that several corporations had offices in
THAT building. Indeed! Now they are both deprived
of offices, their records and staff and put in total
disruption—and they were never served notice of any
“vacate” directive. The person who was actually
LIVING as caretaker was locked out of his place
BEFORE BEING NOTIFIED TO QUIT—
ANYTHING. Even the aviaries were locked and called
“abandoned”, with over a hundred, or more, LIVE
hook-billed tropical birds.
This is, however, rather like the tenant, himself; the
“abandonment” came AFTER the lockout with birds
waiting for their supper and the caretaker demanding
entry. And WHO came forth to run the nasty showand-tell? Rickie Martin and Gail Irwin. Mr. and Mrs.?
Oh, perish such silly concepts. Ah, but Rick wants his
“childish” impulses to just be overlooked? Interesting,
in that he is pushing 50 years of age. When does one
expect to enter adult maturity? So, how is it that these
types of people pick up a “following”? Easy, the
followers have AS MUCH TO HIDE, and they claim
to be able to “MANAGE” the others, whom will
ACTUALLY CATCH THE FLACK.
Ah, but the damages in direct dollars and cents to
the occupants of this little escapade are A MINIMUM
of $25,000 in birds alone. Those birds had to be
moved and given away or adopted out. Even their
aviaries were stripped, torn down and removed
unlawfully. Right or wrong about the one tearing down
the aviaries—the facilities are GONE and birds
displaced and lost FOREVER to Ekkers.
Ah, but these same people claim to write (receive)
and publish from the mouth of God and HOSTS.
Could this possibly be? NO, IT CAN’T BE! Every
man shall be judged by his ACTIONS, and if his
actions are negative and unlawful (of God or Man), HE
IS NOT OF GOD. Mouthing and printing Love and
Light only presents the more intense falseness of the
presentations.

virus present many faces—but the worst and NOW most
common are from a shift genetically to produce Ebola AND
HIV. And yes, you can look it up. Viruses have particular
characteristics (portraits), and you will find that the DNA
of external proteins CAN only change slightly and, yes, a
vaccine might be conceived which can help in any one
epidemic. However, over the years, there are shifts in that
DNA STRUCTURE—as makes up the RNA sequencing
and genetic code of the virus in point—and the older
vaccines are no longer even remotely useful, and often bring
on the NEW disease, which turns up with no treatment
modality.
Well, you have now had GLOBAL strains which have
intermingled and mutated, and you now have something
called “Chicken” Flu, out of that which is considered the
“Hong Kong” family, and its viral presentation is exactly
that of an Ebola-HIV microorganism. The shiftings of
components are usually called “antigenic” shifts. And, an
antigen shift is the formation of a brand new virus, from
which “thousands or even millions of deaths could result”,
as reported by scientists. No, I do not see anything on your
market which will stop this flow of disease once it is
introduced. And NO, our people will not continue to make
every effort, against all odds, to supply you with that which
inhibits or stops these assaults.
The same Tricky-Ricky cult has been making calls—
after we called them on the ridiculous outlay of “watcher”
information for making toxic “drias”—to our friends and
readers, and threatening with the FDA and all manner of
terrorizing tactics, from “contamination” to “useless”; we
just don’t need any more headaches. NEW GAIA
[products] has been investigated every which way there is
by the FDA and Interstate Commerce, even CUSTOMS
(Canadian, Australian, South Africa and Philippines), BUT
WE ARE WEARY OF THE ASSAULTS AND
INCREDIBLE WASTE OF TIME, ENERGY AND
FUNDS. We will continue as-is, and then we will move
facilities and production to many nations, UNDER THE
TRANSPARENCY OF LAW and all regulations (just as
we have had)—but without the badgering of inside enemies
(self-proclaimed). That bunch of Trickies won’t even stand
up for one another when the confrontations come—they all
claim innocence and ignorance of the others’ activities.
This makes them look even more idiotic but what else is
new!?
And just what will this bunch do to Millers in the
“house” consideration? Run out on them! They will each
claim that “Millers said...”, “Millers did...”—if, on the day
of confrontation, you can even locate the interlopers. Since
these same people have to beg from Millers for ongoing
income and press, do you actually think they will foot the
bill in Millers’ stead? Parasites do not feed the HOST, my
dears; they suck until the host is dry and then abandon it,
while trying to kill it before it can fight back. Differences,
however, in players? Millers thought they were doing the
appropriate thing—THE PARASITES KNOW AND
KNEW THAT THEY WERE NOT, AND CONTINUE
TO NOT DO ANYTHING APPROPRIATE OR RIGHT.
I would hope that you who read this message, study it
well, because the Flu mentioned above is already killing in
New York. You need something to help when it hits your
neighborhood. And no, never mind Mr. Martin, our
products of the Drias and colloids are almost infinite in
their durability. What YOU do is your business, but my
“responsibility” is to remind you how serious your world
has become as a danger to good health. You can enhance
your immune system correctly—through proper
programming—or let it go; it is up to you. We are not like

ALERT
I want to turn from that topic of disease and
infestation and look at viruses of the “real” variety.
People, the problem is getting larger and greater while
you play with the distractions. I simply can’t get the
things to you through the few we have on staff and,
specifically, through Dharma, because we go at it
around-the-clock to get to the point where we CAN
make an impact.
However, there are some things you must be looking
at, and Chicken Flu virus is one of those things. There is
no way to actually inoculate against flu. You can, perhaps,
hit one or two viruses each time, but viruses of this type
simply MUTATE. Now, you have upped the prospects of
working the CYCLE around and right back to the deadliest
of all the untreatable diseases.
With every oncoming species of virus, there is a
genetic shift into something which can be classified as
“different”, but ah, the more recent shifts of the influenza
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Dr. Clarke, even for a minute. We do not practice
medicine, voodoo or Medical Association, and we don’t
cure anything. What you do with your life is your business.
However, with walnut hulls and spelta cleanse, with a
couple of other ingredients, you can clear out your parasites
infesting your bodies. It doesn’t matter whether you use a
Mayan Shaman’s handed-down recipe or ours, theirs or the
shadow’s—parasites can carry and are carrying the very
viruses you now must attend.
Once clear, a good way to stay clear is to get some
catalytic water heaters (and yes there are) and “boil” your
water, ALL OF IT FOR INTAKE, some ten minutes—yes,
even bottled water. This keeps your minerals but drops out
the metals from the water and superheats the water, which
kills the parasites. Again, do what you will, but isn’t it
time you took responsibility for your thoughts, your own
body and your own actions?
Oh, but you don’t like the taste of water after it has
been boiled? Oh dear! What shall you do? Well, OK, get
a VORTEXER and boil your water, cool it, and even add
a tiny pinch of minerals, and vortex it. If you don’t have
a vortexer—then get a hand-held mixer-whipper that causes
formation of a “tornado-whirlpool” and aerate the water,
milk, juice, whatever...! OR, KEEP YOUR PRECIOUS
PARASITES and continue to pay dearly, be they people or
microbes.
I will remind you of something else that you may have
overlooked: This “flu” virus is not the only virus that has
recycled its way around to typical types of Ebola-type and
HIV-type but so, too, has herpes and some of the wart
viruses. So, too, have many of the cancer “viruses”—and
yes, cancer is caused by a virus infestation of one type or
another. Check out the AIDS cancers and pneumonias.
Continue your deviant life-styles—as in “do it if you
like it”—and be prepared to suffer consequences. That is
YOUR responsibility in both behavior and actions.
However, when you foist off your WRONG ideas onto
others, be it through deception or coercion, you are
IRRESPONSIBLE at the least denominator and totally
EVIL at the other end of the spectrum—no pun intended.
Good day, and may you GROW IN TRUTH today.
Do something worthy of your gift of passage through your
journey. And, by the way, we will talk about this at length
another day, but “Forgiveness” is strictly between YOU and
GOD. You CAN only forgive SELF, for you have no facts
upon which to base total Forgiveness of another, for you
cannot THINK “FOR” another. When you speak of
“forgiveness” OF another, it is for your own ability to grow
and LET GO of anger and hate. Absolution is a thought
projected by priests to get your money and your
subservience. Get with the moment of NOW, and live and
deal with that which IS, and forgiveness is not even an
issue, as to any past action by any other. FULL
RESTITUTION IS EVER SO MUCH MORE THE
POINT THAN FORGIVENESS. FORGIVENESS IS
JUST ONE MORE WAY TO COP-OUT ON
RESPONSIBLE ACTION. RESTITUTION PROVIDES
THE EVIDENCE OF WILLINGNESS TO EARN
FORGIVENESS.
Even the Christ on the cross did NOT say “I forgive
them...”. He said: “Father, forgive them...”. You just
somehow assumed the man loved the whole crucifixion
thing? No, HE DID NOT! And “He” did not “give his
blood for you”—he was hanged on a crossbeam and
stabbed because you set forth to MURDER HIM. Get it
straight!
Salu, DAD
dharma
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U.S. Must Return To
A Gold Standard
11/13/99—#1
JUST WHEN YOU THINK IT’S...
Hatonn—Be prepared and flexible, for just when
you think things can’t get better or get worse, they can.
This is when you pull from your strength IN GOD.
A lot is resting on doing EXCEPTIONALLY
GOOD BUSINESS over here in the Philippines. This
means that there must be no misrepresentation of any
business product or program. But, alas, we do have
headaches presented from the VERY ONES who do our
most important corporation business, the very
foundation of our structure.
In spite of everything from rudeness to callers,
denial of any knowledge of our agent-status with NCH
and our very “birth-certificate” verification from said
NCH, we now have delays and incredible PROOF of
games being played from that Nevada Corporate
Headquarters office. Actually, all of the problems stem
from prior indiscretions and misrepresentations. But
can’t you people see—once the webs are tangled, it just
gets more and more knotted. And yes, I DO EXPECT
THIS TO BE CORRECTED AT SOURCE!
Global Alliance Investment Association is a fullyqualified, State-recognized corporation in GOOD
STANDING, and yet, again, the agent has failed to
service his own clients.
The very head financial persons in the Philippines
(The Central Bank Governor and the Head of Finance)
have asked to register our business credentials
(corporate) “ASAP”, so that the business flow can
begin immediately. Ah, but now—just guess what:
Indeed, because of the problems with “YOUR
AGENT”, Mr. GAIA, there must be, in addition to
state records—as would be required by any corporation
to either register or open a bank account—we are told
that a special verification of status and articles of
incorporation must be HAND CARRIED to the Los
Angeles Philippine Consulate and, in front of a Notary
Public, be identified and confirmed by and through the
Consulate.
This information arrived to attention too late last
night to do anything about it. Since in the U.S. there
is not a prayer of doing anything about this matter, and
since the 12th was a holiday, OH, WELL...
We have noted that when a house goes on the
auction block, there is no waiting because somebody
failed to recognize delays caused by somebody else’s
lack of credibility or “deliberate” attempts to destroy.
What do you do about things of this nature, readers?
This is YOUR life! This has very little, you see, to do
with Ekkers—this is just a result of deliberately BAD
actions and terrible procedures in BUSINESS at NCH.
Can Cort “fix” it? How? We needed the clearance
yesterday! Can’t Ron K. fill in for us? Well, he got
fired for helping us simply clear up a couple of bank
accounts being stolen by Martin and Irwin. He didn’t

actually DO ANYTHING, he just called the bank to
find out who was listed as controlling parties and found
Ekkers to be the corporate responsible parties.
Ah, but couldn’t Ron get enough together to get the
information, say, to the Consulate? From Las Vegas to
Los Angeles? Ron doesn’t have funds to travel, and
that is because he got fired for doing his job for a
client.
Yes, but couldn’t he get the information, say, to
Mrs. York and let her take it personally to the
Consulate? Yes, in fact, Mrs. York has been following
up, personally, with that very Consulate, because of
questions about things of questionable intent flowing
through their records to BRUNEI, and complaints of
papers being sent to Davao by persons FORMERLY
associated with “GAIA” and checking on the corporate
registration of GAIA because they could get no
validation from NCH. Things always checked out as
good at the State level, so yes, indeed, the Corporate
Agent is under scrutiny—bet Cort never dreamed this
would end up THIS WAY, on his plate, from one poor
decision.
What will we do? Well, it remains to be seen. E.J.
will do what he can to demand that this not hold up
business—BUT there is no way to clear anything with
the State of Nevada until next Tuesday, U.S. time.
All the preparations made TOWARD THIS DAY
IN HISTORY, laid forth for over a decade, end up just
like most of you are going to end up on disaster day—
preparations worthless because somebody wanted to doin somebody else because of egomania. I think you can
probably guess what the legal teams working on this
global transaction suggest doing to the guilty parties
“back home”!
I am going to do a whole series on EVIL, people
and intents, when we find time. EVIL is among you;
evil people are controlling you and evil actions are
wrecking not only the very foundation of YOUR
programs, but your very lives.
Where are Millers today? At the mercy of these
evil creatures, who have pushed them into doing things
they never would have done without the evil, FALSE
information offered. And, how dare Rick Martin (and
Gail Irwin, yet) mess around in secret games with
Heads of State. Did they actually think they could just
get away with it? Of course they did, for they always
come through with “anonymous”, “The Truth” with no
identification and, of course, by only using someone
else’s address and identification—so “nobody” will
know. EVERYBODY KNOWS, YOU FOOLS.
This may very well land several people, like Rick
Martin, Gail Irwin, Ed Young and their et als, in a Grand
Jury criminal indictment brought by U.S. prosecutors.
THIS PROGRAM IS MORE IMPORTANT TO THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THAN ANY ONE
OTHER BUSINESS VENTURE “IN THE WORLD
TODAY”. THE NATION OF THE U.S., AS TO U.S.
DOLLAR, CURRENCY BASE AND AVOIDING A
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MAJOR COLLAPSE—IS RIDING ON HOW THIS
GLOBAL (GAIA) PROGRAM IS BROUGHT
FORTH AND INTO FUNCTIONAL REALITY.
EVEN THE HEAD OF THE IMF HAS RESIGNED,
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKES, AND SOME LITTLE
EGOMANIAC SNAKE-EYES IS PLAYING
GAMES? YOU HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO,
CHELAS.
Well, couldn’t Ekkers’ lawyer do something about
this, like get the corporation cleared? On a weekend,
my dears, the world of political reference is DEAD
AND GONE. However, I would suppose it is certainly
“just doing good business” for the lawyer to consider
this as to probable “damages”.
It all just wasn’t “real” before, was it? Oh, well...!
And remember something else, readers, friends and selfproclaimed enemies: Ekkers are having to face this
head-on in the Philippines, without ability to attend
anything, and in the face of an ORDER for “nondisclosure” of information release at both the Consulate
and Embassy. You see, you have a very active
Filipino, Mr. Meceda, Ambassador to the U.S., who has
just come home for a “business visit” to Manila and is
working with the U.S. agencies of appropriate focus.
Why didn’t the parents of the miscreants drown the
little devils? They thought of it! However, it is easier
to blame and scapegoat the VERY ONES getting the
job done in honor and integrity. Any way you classify
or define it: THIS IS TOTAL EVIL IN ACTION.
It is not yet possible here (Saturday) to even begin
to find out what actions should be next taken. Oh,
well...! Happy Thanksgiving.

SPEAKING OF THANKSGIVING
I watched Dharma reading the e-mail and therein
was the following little sharing on being thankful, from
Diane, who had received it from a friend and was
passing it on for sharing:
WHAT AM I THANKFUL FOR?
I am thankful for the mess to clean after a party
because it means I have been surrounded by people I
love.
I am thankful for the taxes I pay because it means
that I’m employed.
I am thankful for the clothes that fit a little too
snug because it means I have enough to eat.
I am thankful for my shadow who watches me
work because it means I am out in the sunshine.
I am thankful for a lawn that needs mowing,
windows that need cleaning and gutters that need fixing
because it means I have a home.
I am thankful for the parking spot I find at the far
end of the lot because it means I am capable of
walking.
I am thankful for all the complaining I hear about
our government because it means we have freedom of
speech.
I am thankful for my huge heating bill because it
means I am warm.
I am thankful for the lady behind me in church who
sings off key because it means that I can hear.
I am thankful for the piles of laundry and ironing
because it means my loved ones are nearby.
I am thankful for the alarm that goes off in the
early morning hours because it means that I’m alive.
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I am thankful for weariness and aching muscles at
the end of the day because it means I have been productive.
I am thankful for “junk” e-mail from my friends
because it means they’re thinking of me.
WHAT ARE YOU THANKFUL FOR?
Well, this brought gleeful laughter to “Mother’s” heart:
Out of 13 items, it is noted that NONE of them fit.
Mother has no house, no heating bill, no windows, the
clothes, snug or big, are gone, we have no freedom of
speech, can’t hear well, can’t see well and right on down
the list.
So, what ARE you thankful for, she says aloud.
DIANE! I am thankful for Diane. I am also thankful
for Jack, and my Grandbabies, my family and my friends!
Indeed, I am extremely grateful for “Diane”. With love and
appreciation, Mom.
Let us now talk “dollars and gold”. And before we
leave the above topic of being THANKFUL, I am thankful
beyond my ability to express, in your language, my
gratitude to my teams and crews. You have persevered in
the face of total blockage, and personal and emotional
assaults, and filled in for one another in the height of
adversity from former partners and assumed people of our
brotherhood. Yes, I knew it would be this way, but you
had to do this on your own motivation and power. We can
be saddened by the perceived loss of “friends”—but when
those individuals bear EVIL, it is NOT “loss”.
I am grateful to “2 x 0” for remembering Dharma’s
birthday. She has set THE GIFT aside, for it will cover a
good-sized portion of the VERY REGISTRATION
FEES—for which there are no funds. How can we be other
than “thankful” when we have friends of this magnitude?
We SHALL make it, brethren, for GOD WINS! Thank
you, Norm, and THANK YOU, ALL OF YOU, WHO
HAVE KEPT THE PAPER RUNNING AND THE
FARM, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY, SECURED.
INDEED, WE ARE ALMOST TO THE “STARTING”
LINE OF THE NEXT LAP OF THE RACE. SALU
(meaning, I SALUTE YOU FOR JOBS WELL DONE).
The articles I will use are those which would be run
anyway by John or Mark in the paper, but I want you to
PAY ATTENTION—CLOSE ATTENTION. YOU ARE
IN THE CHANGING WORLD AND YOU MUST NOT
MISS THE CLUES WITHIN THESE WINDS OF
CHANGE.
Thank you, John, for keeping us informed, for there is
no time to research or attend the things properly for
distributed information.
And by the way, readers, read it and weep: YOU
MAY WELL BE “VICTIMS” OF THE LIE, BUT
YOU ARE NOT “THE LIE”. EVIL HAS A
SYMBOL—SATAN—AND YES, INDEED, THE
REPTILIAN INNER-BEINGS WITHIN HUMAN
INDIVIDUALS ARE THE SERPENT PEOPLE OR
GREEN LIZARDS, AND ALTHOUGH THEY DO
NOT ACTUALLY SHIFT-SHAPE, THEY
ACTUALLY DO TAKE ON THE ILLUSION OF
TOTAL SERPENTINE PRESENTATION. EVIL
SIMPLY BOILS OUT OF THEIR PRETENDED
PIOUS FACES AND LYING VOICES. AND IN
THIS VERY SCENARIO ENCOMPASSING OUR
WORK—YOU
ARE
WITNESSING
THE
DAMAGING, EVIL INTENTS AND ACTIONS IN
THEIR MOST RIDICULOUS AND CHILDISH
BEHAVIORS. THEIR PATH OF DESTRUCTION
IS EASILY WITNESSED WHILE, SEEMINGLY,
THE ONES TRAPPED WITHIN THE LIE CANNOT
SEE WHAT THEY ARE DOING. SO BE IT, FOR

EACH HAS FREE-WILL CHOICES.
folks are obviously concerned (BIS/Euro/Asia/OPEC).
[QUOTING, Steve Hickel, from the Internet, Nov. 13,
—In 1982, the great bull market of the century
1999, via John Ray:]
started. Much of the money in the bull market came
from excess liquidity, resulting from credit expansion in
U.S. DOLLAR DETHRONED
our banks. Since gold was no longer needed to back
the dollar, banks and the Fed were free to create money
What we are witnessing is the death of the dollar as without a resulting rise in the price of gold (this is the
we know it. This is a chess game where the loser’s lack of discipline brought on by not having gold
currency devalues greatly. All the moves from all backing—as gold should have been allowed to rise as
corners of the world are centered around gold, the the dollars were created).
dollar/IMF and the new Euro currency. This is the
—1988-89 was when Japan’s bubble economy
Achilles’ heel of our new-age bubble economy that will burst. They have been struggling ever since.
blind-side most Americans when they wake up and SEE
—1994 through 1999, hedge funds shorted the gold
GOLD REVALUED 20 OR MORE TIMES HIGHER. market in earnest, further increasing the gold shortages
They will ask, “Where did that come from? I thought above. The BRE-X scandal broke gold’s back and
gold was dead.” The answers we get will miss the almost destroyed gold mining as an investment, further
point. Perhaps it will be blamed on Y2K, or on depressing the price of gold.
hoarders, or LTCM, or hedge funds or derivatives. The
—In 1999, the Bank of England announced a
correct answer is (and remember this) currency needs a public gold auction of half of their gold reserves. The
basis of discipline that will prevent money from being Euro was announced. The IMF became embroiled in a
printed, credit being created out of thin air, as the dollar scandal. The European Union announced they won’t
has been since 1971. That is why the Euro is backed fund any more gold leasing except for 2000 tons (sale)
by 15% gold, valued at market. In 1971, President over four years. GOLD HIT A 20-YEAR LOW.
Nixon removed us from the gold standard. [H: Ah, GOLD ROSE FROM $252 TO $338 IN ONE WEEK.
but you caused him to resign the Presidency on some RUMORS ARE FLOATING CURRENTLY THAT
silly breaking-and-entering of the Democratic THE BANK OF ENGLAND DOESN’T WANT TO
headquarters called Watergate. Nobody seemed to AUCTION ANY MORE OF ITS GOLD. Ashanti and
notice that he pulled the last straw holding up the Cambior (two gold mining companies) actually lose
economy (already a term with no meaning), totally money when gold rises $80, because they (like many
setting the stage for the demise of the U.S.] That is others) were threatened with a lower credit rating by
when the present situation started in earnest. Since bullion banks if they didn’t further hedge their
then, we have been in a dollar-exportation game that production. Many gold mining companies and hedge
has flooded the world with over $400 billion dollars [H: funds scramble to cover their short gold positions. Gold
This is a misstatement, as to amount, but I do not lease rates rise to nearly 10% during the $80 price
change another’s papers. You have out more than move. Inflation indices of the U.S. government start to
$400 TRILLION—so realize that you are dealing show signs of inflation. Greenspan gives the doom-andwith a typographical, at the least, error.], mostly held gloom (for him) Jackson Hole speech. The long-term
overseas in Central-Bank accounts to purchase oil and bond yield continues to remain above 6%.
other world-trade settlement items. [H: Perhaps Steve
Conclusion: BRE-X almost seems as though, in
is speaking of actual cash currency, so we won’t retrospect, it was orchestrated to lower the price of
hang up on it. Note as a reminder, however, that at gold, something not really mentioned then but makes
least in Saudi Arabia, oil is paid for, by demand, in sense now. The pace of chess moves has increased in
gold.]
frequency and intensity in 1999. Where it took years
With the advent of the Euro, the destructive actions to see these changes before—they are now coming
of the IMF and the large dollar overflow, we are seeing weekly and daily. This indicates that the end-game is
desperate moves by desperate players—all in the near. The stock-market bubble seems to inversely track
background to an otherwise Goldilocks economy. So, the efforts to contain gold in a box. IN OTHER
how soon becomes more an issue of how can we tell we WORDS, AS THE STOCK MARKET FINISHES UP
are getting close?
THE GREATEST BULL MARKET, GOLD AND
THE EURO PROMISE TO BRING IN A NEW
WATCH THE PLAYERS MOVE THEIR PIECES GOLD AND EURO MARKET AT THE EXPENSE
OF THE DOW, NASDAQ AND DOLLAR.
—First, the U.S. was taken off the gold standard in
[H: NOW, PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO
1971.
THE NEXT “PREDICTIONS”.]
—Oil went up in 1973.
—Long-term bond yield above 7%, or higher.
—Next, gold was demonetized in 1976-1978 and
—DOW and NASDAQ to converge, where the
made cheaper in dollar terms, while OPEC bought up NASDAQ will rise to meet the DOW as the DOW
gold-repayment contracts from the mining companies, as lowers to meet NASDAQ. As that becomes evident,
they were loaned OPEC petrol-dollar profits through folks will begin to question values (as if some aren’t
bullion banks. The BBs, in turn, leased private and already, for example GREENSPAN).
some Central-Bank gold into the gold markets that made
—An increase in volatility and a divergence in
gold cheaper and cheaper as it was sold into the world COMEX and London Bullion Market Association gold
paper gold markets. They did these moves even to the prices from actual physical gold prices, where physical
point of hedge funds jumping on board to short the gold will continue to gain a premium over paper, such that
market. Now, many of these gold-contract repayments the paper markets either fold or certain large players
are near default, as gold is no longer available in fold.
quantity to pay back the oil countries their gold that
—Bubble market to be held together until AFTER
they had been receiving from the mines. Some of these ELECTION NEXT YEAR.
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—[H: !!!!!] GOLD TO RISE ABOVE $1,000
AFTER ELECTION.
—Banking and dollar crisis after election next year.
—Rumblings of gold-backed U.S. currency.
[H: Please note these things and then, later, we
will talk about the need for getting gold as actual
collateral to back the very GOLD-BACKED
GLOBAL VALUE. Global IS gold! It is
guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury and Federal
Reserve, as is ACTUAL GOLD. The demand to
further cover the reserve in actual further acquisition
of gold metal is to bring the banks into a goldbacked status, and to avoid using the “global” values
as anything other than “reserves” to allow for the
bringing in and exchanging values for the gold itself.
In other words, to SECURE THE HOLDERS of the
commodity. I believe you can see that if you have
gold at even $300, and it rises to over $1,000, you
have tripled the base value. In this manner, the
world economies can shift back into stability and, in
the interim, there is no possibility of even a bank
LOSS.
The U.S. is going to HAVE TO RETURN TO A
GOLD STANDARD for, when all is said and done,
the Banksters cannot prevail. And yes, there is
plenty of “reserve”, right in “GAIA/Global”, to
demand that happen. At present, however, for
stabilization reasons, we have publicly agreed to do
no business in the domestic United States. This is
for several reasons, but one of the major reasons is
to allow the U.S. to legitimately get gold from such
as the Asian countries, to replace that which has
been sold-out of the U.S. It will all make sense as
we move ahead. And, no, the Corts, Brents, Rickies
and Trickies will NOT stop this program! They
become expendable puppets for Satan himself. They
have caused us a lot of grief but, children-ofTRUTH, what else is new?]
—More nationalization of gold mines overseas, as
more hedge positions put additional mining companies
at risk.
—Several large gold-mining companies to fold or
be taken over by their banks.
—Gold to continue to play in the news on an everincreasing basis.
—IMF TO VALUE THEIR GOLD AT
MARKET.
—OPEC TO EVENTUALLY ACCEPT EUROS
IN PAYMENT FOR OIL.
—More financial scandals similar to PEI and
Armstrong (scapegoats?).
—Talk of new regional currencies. [H: THIS IS
A BIG ONE.]
—China to DIS-HOARD DOLLARS AND BUY
MORE GOLD. [H: AMONG OTHER VERY
IMPORTANT USES OF GOLD AND
INTERCHANGE.]
—Paper millionaires from bubble market to lose
fortunes by buying on dips—as markets eventually
correct.
—Political
rumblings
of
GOLD
CONFISCATIONS, GOLD MINE TAXES AND
NEW DOLLAR CURRENCY BASED ON GOLD.
[H: THIS IS SERIOUS BUSINESS, CITIZENS
OF THE U.S.— YOUR GOLD WAS
CONFISCATED FROM YOU IN THE EARLY
1930s AND PLANS ARE ALREADY LAID TO
DO IT AGAIN! THIS IS A VERY MAJOR

REASON FOR DOING NO DOMESTIC
BUSINESS WITH THE POWERS-THAT-BE IN
THE U.S. WE WILL SECURE ASSETS WHERE
ASSETS “CAN” BE SECURED.]
—Euro to rise significantly against the dollar after
the election.
—European Union to create a standing army and navy.
—India to become a more dominant world player.
—Solar and wind power to become more popular.
—Big push to get off oil-dependency, as gasoline
goes above $2.50 per gallon after the election.
—Steve Hickel, Nov. 13, 1999
[END OF QUOTING]
Please note, readers, that these are not predictions
or “prophecies” pulled out of thin air. This is
information based on factual probabilities and KNOWN
research.
This is why you MUST be prepared as best you
can. If the dollar topples (collapses) and gold is
confiscated—you as U.S. citizens are back into the
Dark Ages! I truly am sorry for you who have joined
us and then turned against us, for we cannot secure
FOR YOU anything, if you have chosen that particular
route of travel. I did not mislead you. Perhaps you
expected immediate return and it hasn’t happened
YET—but it will, and it will be large. However, I
think that most of you will find that Ekkers want NO
MORE of the headaches, save for a few who can be
assisted in securing your loans. This has been a long
and unimagined painful journey, this past decade, and
those choosing to break contracts and actually
deliberately DAMAGE all other participants simply will
do whatever they will do, for we will not make any
effort to secure anything for those entities. We CAN’T!
Our people will continue in fiduciary responsibility,
until the matters and books (if we can ever reclaim any
of the records) are cleared. Those whose demands have
been for a return will, when the legal matters are closed,
be returned their loans, as adjusted to the price of gold,
to be handled out of any outstanding interest due. If
gold is confiscated prior to that time, then the loss shall
be sustained by all, for there will be no further
consideration of gold. The agreements were with The
Phoenix Institute, in the time before the Tuten-Green
debacles which tied up the Institute. The loans were
based on A GOLD STANDARD OF VALUATION,
and everything that has happened has been deliberately
structured by the adversarial people to cause you to lose
everything.
My suggestion today? Help the people stay afloat
at the Institute, itself, and keep the lines of
communication (the paper) going and all this will be
credibly cleared, ASAP.
As we move into the next topic, the IMF and
Camdessus resignation, I ask that you realize something
VERY, VERY IMPORTANT. All of the things which
have flowed in these past 13 years have been
orchestrated, coincidentally, with the “demise” and
deliberate downfall of Ferdinand Marcos. This is NOT
to be taken lightly and yet I am not going to give you
truth of details. But if you can’t believe that everything
is connected to everything else, you are sadly mistaken.
The IMF, right to this moment, has been able to
control the world. We have now provided “the world” with
a way to survive the IMF and their own “controllers”. It
is Big—and it can be done and it shall be done.
[QUOTING from Global Intelligence Update, Nov.
11, 1999:]
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SHAKEUP AT THE IMF
AND THE GLOBAL SHAKEUP YET TO COME
SUMMARY:
International Monetary Fund (IMF) Managing
Director Michel Camdessus tendered his resignation
Nov. 9, citing personal reasons. In the midst of several
investigations into money laundering of IMF loans in
Russia, the timing raises questions over the extent to
which the institution has been tainted by the scandals.
In addition, the internal debate over the IMF’s future
direction will now play out in the choice of a new
managing director; Asian nations seek more influence
over the IMF. A battle is now brewing over the future
leadership and the viability of the IMF is ultimately at
stake. A discredited and paralyzed IMF, in turn, would
threaten the fabric of the global financial system.
ANALYSIS:
Michel Camdessus, Managing Director of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), announced that he
would step down by mid-February 2000. [H:
Certainly an “interesting” time, don’t you think?]
Camdessus cited personal reasons, and said it was a
good time for transition in the institutional leadership.
Camdessus suggested that he took the appointment in
1997 knowing he wouldn’t serve the full five-year
term—but he didn’t want a change in leadership in the
middle of ASIA’S FINANCIAL CRISIS. Camdessus
said that for him to complete his current term “would
be inappropriate in a world in permanent need of
renewal of its institutions”.
His move comes as investigations into possible
misappropriation and money laundering of IMF funds
from Russia intensify. In addition, the IMF and other
international-lending institutions have recently admitted
that assistance programs linked with stiff austerity
requirements may have actually added to the difficulties
in some recipient nations in Asia.
His action may be linked to opposition to the IMF’s
unpopular practice of linking aid to austerity measures,
as well as the need to keep the IMF from being dragged
into the Russia money-laundering scandal. Whether
IMF officials were directly involved in the Russian
bank scandal, or [whether] it was simply a case of
mismanagement, the IMF is, nonetheless, faced with a
crucial leadership decision.
The debate over the next IMF leader may well
leave the institution paralyzed, as factions push for a
leader who will redefine policy in their terms. The
fundamental battle is between the United States, the
IMF’s biggest donor, which demands that loans be
conditioned on radical free-market reforms, and other
donors and recipients, who argue that loans should be
sensitive to individual concerns and situations.
A key example is found in the underlying tension
over whether capital controls are legitimate economic
tools. Since Asia’s financial crisis, when Malaysian
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad refused IMF
assistance, opting instead for capital controls, the issue
has triggered hot debate. Malaysia’s economic
recovery, independent of IMF assistance and without
severe economic reforms and social consequences, has
inspired other Asian IMF recipients to support, or at
least not condemn, limited capital controls.
Beyond capital controls, the debate is between
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proponents of a GLOBAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM
AND PROPONENTS OF MORE REGIONAL
OPTIONS. With Camdessus no longer at the helm,
these factions will attempt to wield their influence
during the search for a new managing director.
This will pit nations like the United States—
advocates of the one-solution-fits-all free-market
policy—against countries like Japan, which are
supportive of more regional economic security nets,
including an often-proposed ASIAN MONETARY
FUND. The United States will likely call for more
auditing, tighter controls, transparency and restrictions,
in light of the Russian bank scandal. However, these
very principles have been tearing the IMF apart all
along, as they contrast with the desires of nations like
Japan and recipient nations, forced to accept stringent
reforms while begging for assistance.
As with the long-running debate over the choice of
the World Trade Organization (WTO) head earlier this
year, the selection of a replacement for Camdessus will
likely paralyze the management of the IMF. If
accusations of institutional complicity, or even gross
mismanagement or neglect, in the Russian scandal are
raised, the resignation, then, threatens the very viability
of the organization.
The IMF is the key proponent of the idea of a
unified global economy. If it is crippled by infighting
and potentially discredited by scandal, such a global
economic system, itself, is in jeopardy. This, in turn,
would lend credence to calls for regional systems
operating under differing rules. It may also trigger new
or relapsed economic crises, as donor nations call in
loans and the IMF suspends new distributions. While
Camdessus may, indeed, have resigned for personal
reasons at a time of relative financial stability in the
world, the result may be an accelerated realignment of
the global economy.
[END OF QUOTING]
I am going to skip over, today, the information
about choosing up a new head of the IMF. The Power
Elite, of course, want to maintain control—at least until
they can develop covers for their prior actions and get
what they can out of the Asian mess. But, I remind
you: WE HAVE A PLAN which totally negates that
whole system. The IMF and WB have, in collateral
holding, the assets—(gold in the Central Banks),
minerals and all property of these nations in point
above. THE NATIONS CAN’T USE THEIR OWN
PROPERTY TO EVEN PAY OFF THE IMF AND
WORLD BANK, BECAUSE ASSETS ARE
ALREADY COLLATERAL FOR THE ALREADY
RIP-OFF LOANS. Nasty? Oh yes, indeed. The U.S.,
by the way, is deeper in debt and has the SAME
problem, except that the asset of the GLOBAL value IS
NOT A PART OF IT AND, IN FACT, IS A DEBT
OF THE VERY INSTITUTIONS UNDER
OBSERVATION RIGHT HERE—RIGHT NOW.
Still think God can’t make this work, readers? But
God must have hands and dependable teams who
will stand both against the adversary and for
responsible actions. I have THAT! So, do we need
a lot more? No, not any longer! So, too late
recognized, too late on the scene. We have no
intentions of usurping our own people’s lives to attend
the wishes of the ones who hurt, disallowed help,
demanded hate instead of love, while hiding within the
lie and, in general, just want to make a bundle off us
now. No, thank you. We will try to patch up our lives

and get on with “living”.
So, are we destroying the IMF? Goodness no, they
will be paid from those liened assets and their OWN
DEBT. The nations can then carry on with their own
separate assets, free-and-clear, and reclaim (after paying off
the debts and interest with debt money) their own assets
having been held as collateral. Clean and clear! I would
project that the accountants, etc.—who have worked for the
IMF in record-keeping—can easily find placement in the
new transparent order of banking and government structure.
This is called FREE ENTERPRISE.
And how can this be accomplished as to direct “help”
to the hurting people? Well, read on, and you will note
one avenue of assistance, as to bookkeeping and fund
handling, as we unfold the ever-enlarging programs.
[QUOTING, emphasis added, from THE STRAITS
TIMES, Nov. 10, 1999:]
ADB ATTACKS POVERTY CLOSER TO HOME
By Luz Baguioro, Philippines correspondent
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK TO FUND
PROJECTS THAT WILL BENEFIT THE POOR,
RATHER THAN TO PROP UP ITS ECONOMIES
MANILA—The Asian Development Bank, yesterday
launched a renewed, all-out assault on poverty in a radical
policy shift that will redirect 40 percent of its public-sector
loans to projects aimed at reducing the ranks of the poor in
the Asia-Pacific region.
ADB President Tadao Chino said the bank’s
operations and lending policies would be OVERHAULED
to reflect its “overarching goal” of lifting close to 900
MILLION PEOPLE—REPRESENTING TWO-THIRDS
OF THE WORLD’S POOR—OUT OF EXTREME
POVERTY.
The move was prompted by stinging criticism by
Western donors, during the bank’s annual meeting in May,
of its management in bailing out countries hit by the
ASIAN FINANCIAL CRISIS.
The ADB lent US$9.4 billion (S$15.7 billion) in
1997, with about US$4 billion used to help finance the
salvage plans for Indonesia, South Korea and Thailand.
The financial sector accounted for 28 percent or
US$1.7 billion of the US$6.0 billion that the bank lent last
year. [H: Interesting note here: It is accepted in the
Philippines that 30-40 PERCENT OF ALL MONIES
FLOWING GO DIRECTLY TO GRAFT AND
CORRUPTION.]
By contrast, social infrastructure received US$705
million or 11.8 per cent of total loans. Agriculture received
US$420.9 million or seven percent.
The United States and European donors urged the
ADB to refocus itself on fighting poverty in the region and
let the International Monetary Fund stamp out the regionwide contagion.
While it has yet to set a target date to achieve its
ambitious goal, the bank said it supported a United
Nations target of eradicating absolute poverty in the
region by 2010.
Mr. Chino noted that, despite decades of steady
economic growth, nearly one-in-three ASIANS SURVIVE
ON LESS THAN US$1 A DAY.
[H: It is interesting to note, however, that typical
products, food in the supermarkets and small
appliances, big appliances and hardware prices are
about the same or higher than in the U.S. This is
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STARK POVERTY.]
Population growth has also increased the absolute
number of poor people, with 80 percent of the region’s
poor, living in India and China.
About 55 million are in Southeast Asia where, in the
wake of the protracted financial crisis, over 10 million
joined the ranks of the poor.
Poverty is known to be particularly severe for women,
who make up two-thirds of the region’s poor.
The gender division of labour and responsibilities for
household welfare means that the burden of poverty falls
most heavily on women, according to an ADB study.
While poverty reduction is the primary responsibility of
the countries themselves, Mr. Chino said the ADB could be
their “powerful ally”.
To drive the implementation of the new strategy, the
ADB will set up a poverty-reduction unit by the end of the
year and allocate not less than 40 percent of its publicsector lending for it by 2001.
It will undertake poverty analyses of individual
countries to determine the most effective policies and
institutions to fight poverty.
Results of these studies will also be used in drawing
up an “annual action plan for poverty reduction”, starting
next year. “Future projects will have to show that they
directly or indirectly benefit large numbers of very poor
people,” said ADB vice-president Peter Sullivan.
“This means we’ll be doing more farm-to-market roads
and fewer expressways, more rural electrification projects
and fewer big power plants,” he said.
The Manila-based bank, which lends about US$6
billion for projects and programmes yearly, said the 40
percent target assumed the bank would continue to have a
sufficient amount of funds.
The bank last month started negotiations for the
replenishment of the Asian Development Fund. It called on
affluent Asian nations, such as Singapore, to help.
“The Asian crisis underscored the fact that Asia has a
massive underclass, which has been untouched by the
general rise in prosperity,” Mr. Sullivan said.
ASIA’S POOR: WHERE THEY ARE
* CLOSE to 900 million of the world’s poor live in
the Asia-Pacific region. Two-thirds are women.
* Almost 80 percent of the region’s poor live in China
(225 million) and India (450 million).
* The Asian financial crisis, which hit the region for
nearly two years, swelled the ranks of the poor in Southeast
Asia by more than 10 million, to reach 55 million.
* In measuring poverty, the ADB considers access to
basic education, health care, nutrition, water and sanitation,
as well as intangibles such as powerlessness and the ability
to take part in society.
[END OF QUOTING]
Do any of you of my people actually believe God
would allow this, HIS program, to fail? Especially, do you
believe that our people of the Hosts will fall to such as the
Trickies or the likes of evil individuals who care nothing
for anything or anyone save themselves? These evil people
would stop at NOTHING, until STOPPED, to simply
“destroy”. It is time for you people who would want a
better world to STOP those evil greed-mongers who lie,
cheat, steal and destroy goodness that their evil might
prevail.
In love and in total LIGHT,
ATON
dharma
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The Immaculate Deception
The Bush Crime Family Exposed
By Russell S. Bowen
The title of this article refers to a book by the same name. With the author’s permission, we will
be bringing this book to you in “bite-sized” installments over the next several weeks.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
When the author graduated from Los Gatos Military
Academy in California in 1942, he already had been in
uniform for nearly a decade. He spent his whole
childhood in military training, attaining the rank of
captain at the Castle Heights Military Academy.
At the age of 17, he became an aviation cadet after
passing the examination in Sacramento, California. Still
only a teenager, he spent the war years flying P-38s,
dueling German planes in Italy as a “Top Gun” fighter
pilot. He was a highly decorated pilot with the famous
82nd Fighter Group which demonstrated their
fearlessness, dedication and supreme skill by flying
combat aircraft under murderous conditions.
Following a meeting with the Pope at the Vatican in
1945, Bowen, at 19, was offered the chance to join the
secret team of the OSS directed by General William
“Wild Bill” Donovan. Bowen became an undercover
agent, involved in a variety of secret missions.
Bowen was assigned in 1959 to visit Asunción,
Paraguay, to familiarize himself with the traffic routes of
drugs coming into the U.S. through Cuba. His
information on routes passed on to U. S. Customs was
described as “the most important piece of information”
they had received.
In his military career and as a strict Catholic, Bowen
had been trained to follow orders from his superiors
without question. Forty-seven years as a mole and
member of William Donovan’s secret team of “Super
Spies”, he received orders and reported directly to
William Casey, William Pawley, and his brother in the
Dominican Republic, John Knight. In 1958 and 1959 he
reported to Batista’s Secretary Villalon, the Argentine
who became the right-hand man for Reagan. Still
supported by several intelligence patriots Bowen
survived operation “Silver Star”, his last role. That same
deference to authority led Bowen to carry out an
operation that cost him six-and-a-half years in a federal
prison in Springfield, MO. Bowen, an undercover agent
in a cocaine-smuggling scheme that he was trying to
expose, took the fall after diverting a drug load to
Sylvania, Georgia, rather than following orders which
required him to deliver it to Homestead, Florida.
Among his many awards and decorations for
meritorious service is the Distinguished Service Medal.
After World War II, he flew numerous emergency airlifts
and rescue missions as a free-lance pilot. He served as
a flight officer for such world figures as the United
Nation’s leader Dag Hammarsköld, the Shah of Iran and
Cuban leader Fulgencio Batista. Among many other
citations, Bowen received a commendation in 1956 from
U.S. Army Major General J.F.H. Seitz for bravery
rescuing a wounded Army captain in Iran. Bowen even

regulated the flight altitude to make his patient
comfortable. “In the opinion of my surgeon, these
actions by Captain Bowen may have meant the
difference between life and death,” wrote Seitz.
Bowen regrets that in his youthful idealism and his
desire to excel, he was misled by some American leaders
who claimed to be the guardians of America. Instead,
they were then and are now damaging the country.
Acknowledging that in his zeal to expose wrongdoing, he
himself committed illegal acts (under orders from his
government), Bowen has dedicated his life to exposing
our government’s ineffective and counter-productive
efforts to curb the drug trade. He labels that current
effort under the misguided control of U.S. President
George Bush “nothing more than a war of words”. And
he asks that readers of this book who have information
about the U.S. Drug Trade contact him through the
publisher.
Bowen is a retired Brigadier General in the U.S.
Army. He lives in Florida.
INTRODUCTION
I COME NOT TO PRAISE THEE...
“When the president does it, that means it is not
illegal.”—Richard Nixon
“When the commander-in-chief of a nation finds it
necessary to order employees of the government or
agencies of the government to do things that would
technically break the law, he has to be able to declare
it legal for them to do that.”—Ronald Reagan
“Read my lips: No New Taxes.”—George Bush,
candidate for President, 1988
It was not just another routine cable that George
Bush received on November 1, 1975, in Beijing, China.
The public image he presented was that of an
ambassador boldly forming U. S. policy towards his host
country but the reality was that media-darling Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger told fake world-statesman Bush
exactly what to say and do.
This cable was not another routine instruction,
however. New U.S. President Gerald Ford, smarting
from criticism of his pardon of Watergate-beleaguered
Richard Nixon, asked Bush to head up the CIA. Acting
upon his always strong opportunistic motives, the tall,
reedy-voiced Bush must have sensed this was a chance
to get back to the U. S. and to return to politics. He
quickly consulted his wife, Barbara, and cabled his
acceptance.
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It might have sounded like a new development, to
have a former ambassador and congressman head up the
CIA—and it certainly was big news in the media—but
there’s evidence that Bush secretly had long been active
in the CIA. Why was Bush selected? Speculation was
that popularity-seeking President Ford’s motive was
mainly to get Bush away from political contention in the
1976 race which the President was facing.
By the end of January, Bush was confirmed by the
U.S. Senate. He moved into the CIA’s tree-shrouded,
suburban-looking Langley, Virginia headquarters, office
number 7D5607. It’s an unattractive, L-shaped office
with a square sitting area and a column incongruously
placed in the middle. Room 7D5607 is a cramped
alcove, housing not much more than the director’s desk.
Picture windows overlook a panorama of the deep,
verdant Virginia woods.
What Bush did here in this inconspicuous office was
a metaphor for his entire career. He acted busy. He held
a job. But his accomplishments were limited to selfserving initiatives. Those who knew him, then, say that
if he was deferential and obsequiously loyal in previous
jobs, he was downright obedient in his new role as chief
spy for the U.S.
But none of this should come as any surprise.
Here’s the public face George Herbert Walker Bush
would undoubtedly like to see perpetuated: Courageous
war hero, popular Yale Phi Beta Kappa graduate,
successful businessman, devoted family man, old “China
hand”, deft U. N. diplomat, successful anti-drug czar,
charming scion from an old-line American family and if
that’s not enough, the “Great Liberator” of Panama and
Kuwait.
That’s not the real face of the President.
It’s only a mask.
Strip away that popular image and the American
people have the face of a monumental hypocrite and
consummate political opportunist. The face belongs to
a man who never has to worry about his convictions
because he does not have any. He has no principles. He
has shown himself ready to make any deal at all with but
one criterion—does it serve his own self-advancement?
For example, in 1980, while opposing Ronald
Reagan for the GOP presidential nomination, Bush was
pro-choice on abortion. After losing to Reagan and
signing on as his running mate, Bush converted to antiabortion, Reagan’s position, which he has maintained
since to prevent fallout from the party’s right wing. No
one really knows his real position on this moral issue if,
indeed, he has one.
Throughout his career, Bush has always seemed to
be in or around major events of our times, from, say, the
Kennedy assassination to covert wars and economics
initiatives. His proximity to these events supports the
belief of some observers that he may have played a part
in them.
At times, it is certain he had a role, often peripheral,
often obscure and frequently denied—a mystery man
darting in and out of calamitous events—and now, a
presidency that is a voyage without purpose or direction
and with only one goal: re-election.
The establishment press, for the most part, has
largely ignored the real Bush, who attained the highest
office in this country despite a record of deceitful
dealing. Peel away the mask and the real face of George
Bush emerges as someone who:
· Was an abject failure as Drug Czar for the Reagan
administration.
· Had a close relationship with a network of anti-
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Semites with Nazi and fascist affiliations.
· Had a widely documented connection with the 1980
“October Surprise”, the group which sabotaged Jimmy
Carter’s efforts to have the Iranian hostages released.
· Had a role in trying to delay the Watergate
investigation after Richard Nixon put him in charge of
the Republican National Committee.
· Encouraged the CIA to go back to business as
usual, including covert and dirty-trick operations, when
he took over in 1976 (giving him the dubious distinction
of being the only U.S. President who was also head of
the CIA).
· Was a strong supporter for the secret 1986 arms
shipments to Iran.
· Had a mysterious role in the Kennedy assassination.
· Helped General Motors to kill a “smog decree” and
was instrumental in blocking environmental reforms.
The latter fact came out recently when the New York
Times graded Bush. The headline in typical Bush fashion
pointed out his record here was one of “contradictions”, as
it seems to be on most issues.
Illustrating once again how he will do and say virtually
anything for self-advancement, Bush at one point supported
and, indeed, applauded the Clean Air Act. However, that
was before the election.
“But now, with a Presidential campaign in progress
and the economy stubbornly sluggish, the law, the most
comprehensive and expensive environmental statute ever
enacted, is under attack with the administration, where
business interests often seem to outweigh environmental
issues,” wrote the Times.
The story on the front page of the Times noted that
while Bush has never been a strong environmentalist, he
had, in standard hypocritical fashion when he won the
White House, said he supported the popular American
perception that our environment needed protection. But
that’s changed. Available evidence, the story pointed out,
lends support to a reversal of policies pursued by Bush’s
predecessor.
Richard H. Meeker, president of the Association of
Alternative Newsweeklies and publisher of Willamette Week
in Portland, Maine, says that if the average American voter
had been reading the alternate press’s coverage during the
last election, George Bush would never have won.
It appears, on paper at least, that Bush’s entire life
prepared him for the presidency. He served eight years as
vice president. Prior to that, he was in the U.S. Congress
and was a diplomat. His life might be described as serving
the public.
But it was not the public he was serving. It was
himself. Throughout his career, he’s been adept at
worming his way into the confidence of people who then
find something for George to do. Unfortunately, these
“something” type of jobs never get done when George takes
them on. He’s proven himself a failure at every position
he’s held. What is particularly troubling is that he is now
at the helm of the free world, responsible for the future of
America.
Perhaps Bush’s failures should come as no surprise,
however, because he has never been in touch with his
fellow Americans. Even when the rest of the country was
plunged into the Great Depression, Bush’s family was
living in a large, dark-shingled house with broad verandas
on Grove Lane in the exclusive Deer Park section of
Greenwich, Conn. The family’s every whim was taken care
of by four servants—three maids and a chauffeur.
It has become obvious that Bush’s rise on the national
stage that he has come to dominate, has been almost
directly proportional to the decline, if not degradation, of

the American constitutional structure. The sheer magnitude
of negative ramifications by Bush’s possible return to the
White House, with a sham “mandate”, has compelled the
author to put aside a number of other crucial investigations
to devote months of careful research to bring before the
American people the true face of this man who would be
dictator of U.S.A., Inc.
There is no end to the Bush deception machine. Much
of what he and his public-relations people present as
accomplishments, are often detrimental to most Americans,
while at the same time benefiting Bush himself.
There is, for example, the contrived spectacle of Bush’s
Operation Desert Storm against Iraq, that left its leader,
Saddam Hussein, the President’s partner in the oil business,
safe and sound. Before this country is drawn into another
pre-planned and choreographed mini-war with the likes of
Iraq, Libya or North Korea, Americans deserve access to
the hidden details and secret agendas of the main
proponents.
Bush insisted in 1990 that “our quarrel is not with the
people of Iraq”. The point was to “liberate” Kuwait, a
principality which, in the words of another presidential
candidate, H. Ross Perot, “defines decadence”. In that
struggle, Bush likened his “real enemy”, Hussein, to a
modern-day Hitler.
That is an interesting comparison; right on target, in
fact. Saddam had been boosted in his rise to the fourthlargest military power in the world, through secret contracts
with Bush and his cronies, in much the same way that the
Fuhrer’s Third Reich had been financed by George Bush’s
father, Prescott Bush and his friends, Henry Ford and
others, more than a half century ago.
That’s only part of the story. There’s the travesty of
Senate confirmation hearings for his nominee to the U.S.
Supreme Court, Clarence Thomas. Washington Post writer
David Broder said that move was planned more than a year
before the nomination to mobilize Bush’s conservative base
and to drive a wedge into the Democratic coalition.
Broder said, “Such considerations may strike you as
cynical. But they are a great deal more honest than
President Bush’s pretense that he searched the country for
the best possible nominee and was surprised and delighted
to find that it just happened to be a Black conservative
named Clarence Thomas.”
There’s more. How about Bush’s much-touted role as
America’s chief drug cop in the Reagan Administration?
He headed the South Florida Task Force and the National
Narcotics Border Interdiction System in the mid-1980s that
left everything to be desired.
A telling commentary was that his leadership of the
task force was not renewed after he served one year on it.
By the fall of 1986, soon after Bush had left his position
there, Florida drug-enforcement officials admitted that the
amount of narcotics smuggled into the U.S. had
skyrocketed. At the same time, the Government
Accounting Office (GAO) reported that cocaine imports had
doubled over the previous year.
The Bush-controlled U.S. Justice Department is
generally regarded as a national disgrace for its footdragging in the investigation and prosecution of virtually
any case involving drugs. As the former Commissioner of
U.S. Customs, William von Rabb, declared in disgust when
he resigned in the summer of 1989:
“The war on drugs is a war of words.” The only real
battles, he said, are being fought against the minorities and
downtrodden, while those in authority are protecting the
government’s monopoly in the trade.
The first impetus to begin this book came in 1976, as
the nation was still reeling from the revelations of the
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Church Committee about the well-documented CIA
misdeeds. Chilean diplomat Orlando Letelier and his
assistant Ronni Moffitt were killed that year by a car bomb
on Washington’s Embassy Row. Why was CIA Director
George Bush unwilling to aggressively pursue the killers,
who were later discovered to be members of the Chilean
Secret Police?
A few years later, 52 American hostages in Teheran
were released within 20 minutes of President Reagan’s
inauguration. Was this the “good old boy network” of
George Bush—again? Ironically, it was Bush who coined
the term “October Surprise”.
What is important about this book is the fact that had
Americans known some of the facts that will be presented
here, hopefully we might have avoided some of our
mistakes.
The obscene spectacle of “Operation Just Cause”, to
name one example, could have been averted. That coldlycalculated move pushed by the Bush Administration
removed Panama strongman Manual Noriega. Had the
American people been aware of his three-decades-long
association with the CIA, the civilian death toll from that
operation—believed to be over 4,000 human beings—could
have been averted.
In the same way, despite some efforts by American
patriots, few in the U.S. in 1988 knew of the plan to
assassinate CIA asset Noriega for his role in drug dealing.
Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz, Commander of Special
Forces in Panama, revealed the attempt 12 years earlier to
“remove this wart from the nose of a decent society”. But
that effort had been shelved by the ultimate insider, thenCIA Director George Bush, according to Gritz. All
Americans suffered through the following years, as tons of
cocaine poured into our country, undeterred by Bush, who
essentially condoned a massive drug infestation that he
might have prevented.
In typically hypocritical fashion, he privately thwarted
a real effort at curbing the drug trade, while publicly taking
the stance that he was fighting and, indeed, winning the
war on drugs. Some war. It was not even a fistfight.
Meanwhile, despite growing evidence, the public has
been treated to years of limp Bush denials that he “wasn’t
in the loop” on the Iran-Contra weapons and drug deals
that have repulsed the American public. Closer to home,
Bush’s sons have been involved in the large-scale looting
of America’s financial institutions.
In hindsight, this book should have been written prior
to the 1988 elections. It has been extremely distressing to
witness the American people and the world subjected to a
systematic program of travesties pushed forward by the
Bush Administration.
Many of our current sociological and economic
problems might have been less serious had we understood
the hidden agenda that Bush and his hangers-on have
cruelly unleashed upon our country.
It should come as no surprise to readers that the Bush
Administration has not made it easy for Americans to find
out the truth. While researching this book, for example, the
author discovered that the records and correspondence of
Samuel Bush—George’s grandfather, who ran the armsrelated section of the War Industries Board in 1918—had
been burned “to save space” in the National Archives. It’s
one more indication of how George Bush may be one of the
most “covert” presidents in American history.
New York Times columnist Tom Wicker raised the
question, “Do the American people really want to elect a
former Director of the CIA as their president?” back on
April 18, 1988. “That’s hardly been discussed so far,” he
wrote. “But it seems obvious that a CIA chief might well
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be privy to the kind of ‘black secrets’ that could later make
him—as a public figure—subject to blackmail.”
“Given the agency’s worldwide reputation for covert
information and political meddling, moreover, one of its
former directors in the White House certainly would be the
object of suspicion and mistrust in numerous parts of the
globe. And well might be.”
Insight from the months of painstaking preparation of
this manuscript allow me to state unequivocally that George
Bush is utterly beholden to the establishment and special
interests, especially oil. Since this is an unauthorized work,
the writer has been forced to labor under severe constraints
of time and expense. But the author hopes that by seeing
the real face of George Bush in the following pages,
Americans will realize the grand deception that has been
played on them. Only by knowing the truth, and by seeing
the real George Bush and his self-serving agenda, can
Americans be freed from the deceptions they have so long
been forced to endure.

same Nazi enterprise with George Bush’s father.
Farish’s grandfather, W.S. Farish, pleaded “no
contest” in 1942 to charges of criminal conspiracy with
the Nazis. As president and chief executive of Standard
Oil of New Jersey, Farish was the controller of the
global cartel between Standard Oil and the German I.G.
Farben concern.
The joint enterprise had opened the Auschwitz slavelabor camp on June 14, 1940, to produce artificial rubber
and gasoline from coal. Jews and political opponents
supplied by Hitler as slaves, were worked to death or
murdered.
Senator Harry S. Truman headed a Senate committee
investigating the corporations’ collaboration with the
Nazis. Farish was brought before the committee to
answer questions concerning his company’s alliance with
the Hitler regime that had begun with his presidency of
Jersey Standard in 1933.
Before Farish testified, Truman told newsmen, “I
think this approaches treason.” In fact, Standard Oil’s
dealings with Hitler continued right up to the end of
World War II.
In September of 1988, revelations concerning the
pro-Nazi, fascist and anti-Semitic backgrounds of
members of the Bush presidential campaign led to the
resignation or firing of seven high-ranking officials in the
ethnic-outreach program.
The seven were part of the GOP’s recruitment of the
most extreme, rightwing elements in the Eastern
European ethnic communities of the United States. The
party encouraged participation by its ethnic Heritage
Groups Council, the fundraising clique to which the
seven anti-Semites belonged since at least 1949. In fact,
an RNC internal memorandum shows that George Bush,
while GOP national chairman in 1973, had full
knowledge of and, in the words of the memo, provided
“total support” for the party’s ethnic Heritage Groups.
The charges against several of the fundraisers were
not new: On November 21, 1971, the eve of the
Watergate break-in, The Washington Post exposed
Richard Nixon’s Heritage Groups, two years before Bush
became Chairman of the Republican National
Committee.
Bush has repeatedly professed ignorance of the proNazi backgrounds of these groups. Two of the
individuals fired were also key figures in the Post
revelations 21 years ago.
The top-level 1976 memorandum was written by
Heritage Groups Director Col. Jay Niemczyk to the then
RNC co-chairman Robert Carter, praising Bush’s
leadership of the ethnic recruitment effort as having
“added needed strength and impetus” to the Republicans’
exploitation of transplanted Nazi collaborators and war
criminals.
In addition to the Heritage Groups, however, the
Republicans’ pursuit of hardline anti-communist support
included the enlistment of ancillary ethnic organizations
to host campaign stops for the Republican Party, attend
White House meetings and raise funds.
Two of the campaign staffers fired in 1988 were
also key figures in revelations by the Post, 17 years
before. Philip Guarino, a former Roman Catholic priest,
was charged with being a member of the Italian fascist
group known as P-2. Laszlo Pastor admitted having
been a member of the Hungarian fascist party, the
Arrow/Cross, and having been an Arrow/Cross envoy to
Nazi Germany during World War II.
Yaroslav Stetsko (who died in 1985) was Bush’s
ally with perhaps the closest ties to Hitler’s Germany.

CHAPTER 1
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER
“War is just a racket.”—Major General Smedley Butler,
former Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps
“And what does it amount to?” said Satan, with his evil
chuckle. “Nothing at all. You gain nothing: you always
come out where you went in. For a million years the race
has gone on monotonously propagating itself and
monotonously reperforming this dull nonsense to what end?
No wisdom can guess! Who gets a profit out of it?
Nobody but a parcel of usurping little monarchs and
nobilities who despise you; would feel defiled if you
touched them; would shut the door in your face if you
proposed to call; whom you slave for, fight for, die for, and
are not ashamed of it, but proud; whose existence is a
perpetual insult to you, and you are afraid to resent it; who
are mendicants supported by your alms, yet assume toward
you the airs of benefactor toward beggar; who address you
in the language of master toward slave, and are answered
in the language of slave toward master; who are
worshipped by you with your mouth, while in your heart if
you have one you despise yourselves for it. The first man
was a hypocrite and a coward, qualities which have not
failed yet in his line; it is the foundation upon which all
civilizations have been built.”—Mark Twain in The
Mysterious Stranger
“Those who do not understand history are condemned to
repeat it.”—George Santayana, philosopher and writer
While Democratic candidate Michael Dukakis spent
most of the 1988 presidential campaign trying to dodge the
liberal label, George Bush and the Republican National
Committee have carefully rejected any discussion of the “Nword” through three national campaigns. This is not at all
surprising, in light of the fact that Bush’s closest friend and
confidante is Texas mystery-man William Stamps Farish
III, inheritor of the Auschwitz death-camp fortune.
When he was elected vice president in 1980, Bush
designated Farish to manage all of his personal wealth in
a “blind trust”. As one of the richest men in Texas, Farish
keeps his own business affairs secret. Bush knows that he
can rely on Farish to keep the secrets about his own family
money, since Farish’s family fortune was made in the
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An extreme Ukrainian nationalist, he collaborated with
the Nazis in World War II as the very short-term “prime
minister” of the “independent” Ukrainian puppet
government set up in Galicia, or the Western Lands of
the Ukraine.
Captured Nazi documents revealed that more than
100,000 Jews were exterminated in the Galician capital
of Lvov within two years of the establishment of
Stesko’s regime.
According to official U.S. and Allied policies on the
treatment of unsuspected war criminals and collaborators,
each of the four organizations of which he was an
activist leader were proscribed, and their members barred
from entering the United States and subject to arrest-onsight as suspected war criminals. One such group, the
Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations (ABN), participated in
a 1983 White House meeting with Reagan and Bush. A
photograph he retained of the meeting was signed, “To
the Honorable Yaroslav Stetsko, With Best Wishes,
George Bush”.
The 1976 RNC memo demonstrates that a basic goal
of the Heritage Groups Council through the last 40 years
has been to maintain the anti-Soviet, anti-communist
Cold War zeal of Eastern-European immigrants. The
memo demonstrates that Bush not only knew about the
workings of the Heritage Groups, he actually worked
with their leaders.
It unmasked Bush’s strategy in 1988 and again in
1992 of stonewalling revelations about the Nazi warcriminal apologists. His employment in both campaigns
of Fred Malek, a well-known Nazi collaborator,
graphically underscores his lack of concern about the
victims of Hitler’s war machine.1
George Herbert Walker Bush springs from an oldline Connecticut family lineage with long-time
connections to Wall Street international bankers, oil
interests, and the fascist cartels behind the German Third
Reich. The man who touts his status as part of the “old
establishment” who “chose to seek his fortune as an
independent oilman”, was never “independent”, nor is his
family, part of the Old Guard of the Eastern Seaboard.
The Bush family gained its influence through
associations developed by their willingness to do
anything to advance their station with the more powerful
families they served.
George’s father, Prescott Sheldon Bush, was born in
Columbus, Ohio, on May 15, 1885, son of the
manufacturer Samuel Prescott and Flora (Sheldon) Bush.
Young Prescott attended St. George’s Episcopal prep
school in Newport, Rhode Island and graduated from
Yale University. Entering Yale in 1913, Prescott Bush
was initiated into the secret, powerful fraternity, Skull &
Bones, in 1916.
Skull & Bones was a screening device by Wall
Street financiers to acquire ambitious, trustworthy young
men of proper lineage to perpetuate their version of
British-like aristocracy. The cream of the crop, so to
speak, of the young WASP intelligentsia were brought
into this Secret Society.
The munitions trade also served to elevate Prescott
Bush and his father, Samuel P. Bush, into the lower
ranks of the Eastern Establishment, through their
association with the Remington Arms Company. In
accordance with directives from the National City Bank
in 1914, aimed at reorganizing the domestic arms
industry, Percy Rockefeller took direct control of the
Remington Arms Company, appointing as his chief
executive, Samuel F. Pryor.
Samuel Bush was appointed chief of the Ordnance,
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Small Arms and Ammunition Section of the War
Industries Board in the spring of 1918, several months
after the official U.S. entry into the war in Europe.2
Wall Street speculator Bernard Baruch, who had close
personal and business ties to E.H. Harriman, was in
overall charge of the War Industries Board. Baruch’s
brokerage firm had handled a number of the older
Harriman’s investments.3 On the other hand, Samuel
Bush’s entire career prior to this time had been in the
railroad business, supplying equipment to railroad
systems owned by Wall Street moguls. From his new
position, Samuel Bush was responsible for directing
government assistance to, and maintaining relations with,
a large number of weapons companies, including
Remington.
During World War I, Prescott Bush served as a
captain in the 322nd Field Regiment of the U.S. Army
Field Artillery. A story in his hometown newspaper
describing in detail his being awarded three of the
highest military honors for valor was later exposed as a
prank by his own mother, Flora Sheldon Bush, in a letter
to the editor. Following his discharge in 1919, Bush
returned to his hometown, but the humiliation was so
intense that he could not remain.4
He took an offer from a fellow Bonesman in the
railroad-equipment business and relocated his career with
Simmons Hardware in St. Louis, Missouri. He worked
with Stedman Products from 1922-1924 and from 192426 with United States Rubber Company.
During this period, Averill Harriman, still smarting
over Theodore Roosevelt’s excoriation of his father for
“cynicism and deep-seated corruption”, and his
denunciation as an “undesirable citizen”, created a
financial and informational network to take his place in
the pantheon of international power brokers. 5
Harriman’s choice to establish this network was a
Missouri stockbroker and wheeler-dealer named George
Herbert “Bert” Walker, after whom our president is
named.
By 1919, Walker had achieved preeminence as the
Midwest’s premier deal-fixer, always operating quietly
behind the scenes in local and global affairs. Through
his contacts with the Guaranty Trust Company in New
York and to the British banking house of J.P. Morgan
and Co., Walker achieved tremendous powers of
patronage through awarding of investment capital to the
railroads, utilities and other industries of which he and
his associates in St. Louis were executives or board
members.
The son of a dry-goods wholesaler who had
prospered through import trade with England, Walker
inherited summer homes in Santa Barbara, Calif. and at
“Walker’s Point” in Kennebunkport, Maine.
The postwar global arrangements negotiated at the
1919 Versailles Peace Conference opened up staggering
possibilities for the American and British imperialists.
Harriman recognized Walker’s cunning and influence
among the British-anointed captains of U.S. finance and
politics, and prevailed upon him to move to New York
to implement his scheme. That November, the W.A.
Harriman & Co. private bank was established by
Walker, who became president and chief executive.
Averell Harriman became chairman and controlling coowner with his brother Roland, close friend by this time
of Prescott Bush. Percy Rockefeller was made a director
in return for his substantial financial contribution.
During this same time period, Prescott Bush met
Walker’s daughter Dorothy. They were married in
August, 1921.6 Half of the 11 “ushers and groomsmen”

in attendance at the wedding were Bush’s fellow Skull
and Bonesmen from 1917.
At that time, Bush was a minor executive at the
Simmons Co. railroad-equipment suppliers, while his
father-in-law was assembling one of the most gigantic
business combines in the world. The couple returned to
Bush’s home in Columbus, Ohio, where he worked in his
father’s rubber-products company, but the taint of his
wartime activities haunted him. A short time later, he
moved to Milton, Mass., where his son, the future U.S.
President George Herbert Walker Bush, was born on
June 12, 1924.
Through the intercession of his Yalie friend,
“Bunny” Harriman, on May 1, 1926, Prescott Bush was
invited to join W.A. Harriman & Co. as its vice
president, serving under the bank’s president, his fatherin-law, George Herbert Walker.
Prescott Bush would demonstrate strong loyalty to
the firm, serving the Harriman interests the rest of his
life.
Thus, the “conservative” Prescott Bush was a
fraternity and business partner of the “liberal” Harriman
family; their common bond was internationalism. Using
all the international connections at his disposal, young
George’s grandfather quietly created a banking structure
which would wield as much influence as some nations.
Prescott Bush served later as a director of Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., the Prudential Company of
America, Dresser Industries, Inc., Hydrocarbon Research
Inc., Union Banking Corp., Vanadium Corp. of America
and the U.S. Guaranty Trust, among other companies,
until 1952, when he successfully ran for the U.S. Senate
from Connecticut. He was re-elected in 1962.
The significance of these corporations is their role in
the buildup of both the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany.
Dresser Industries is a prominent manufacturer of oildrilling equipment vitally needed to expand Soviet oil
fields and Dresser has been in the forefront to make the
USSR the Number One world oil producer. Oil is its
greatest single source of foreign exchange. Guaranty
Trust was also a link with the Soviet Union, as was
W.A. Harriman and Company with its Georgian
Manganese Concession in the 1920s.
Most conspicuously absent from all the official Bush
biographies, however, is the role of Prescott Bush and
his fellow Skull & Bones members in the creation of the
Nazi war machine itself, through Union Banking
Corporation and its Nazi affiliates.
In 1920, Averill Harriman announced that he would
revive Germany’s Hamburg-Amerika Line, confiscated
by the United States at the end of the First World War.
As the result of behind-the-scenes arrangements with
U.S. authorities, the Harriman group had gained control
of the ships.
The world’s largest private shipping line was
created, through purchase of the confiscated vessels, and
the extension to the Harriman bank of “the right to
participate” in 50 percent of all business originated in
Hamburg. Harriman maintained “complete control of all
activities of the Hamburg line in the United States” for
20 years.7 The Harriman-Walker firm, as co-owner of
Hamburg-Amerika, maintained this control with the
support of the British and U.S. armies of occupation.
The requisite financial backing came from a
”marriage” engineered by Walker of credit from the J.P.
Morgan companies and inherited wealth from the Harriman
family, through the merging of W. A. Harriman & Co. with
the Morton & Co. private bank, which was interlocked with
the Guaranty Trust Co., controlled by Morgan.
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From this base in Berlin, Harriman and Walker worked
with the new dictatorship of the Soviet Union. The Russian
oil industry, which had been devastated by the Bolshevik
Revolution, received a major infusion of capital from the
Wall Street and British Empire speculators headed by
Walker and Harriman.8 They also contracted with the
Soviets to mine manganese, an essential component in steel
manufacturing; first, directly through Leon Trotsky, then
through Feliks Dzerzhinsky, founder of the dictatorship’s
secret intelligence service (KGB).
Prescott Bush maintained a fierce loyalty to the
Harriman interests he served from 1926 onward, gradually
positioning himself to run the day-to-day operations of
W.A. Harriman & Co. Following the company’s merger in
1931 with Brown Brothers, the British-American banking
house, Prescott Bush became managing partner of the
resulting company, Brown Brothers Harriman, which would
become the largest and most politically influential private
banking house in the United States.
When Bush lost the small fortune he had accumulated
in the stock-market crash of 1929, the Harrimans
bankrolled Prescott Bush to the full extent of his lost
fortune and put him in charge of managing their gigantic
personal investment funds.9 Prescott Bush was able to
enlarge this fortune, which was inherited by his son,
George, during these years between the two World Wars,
through his involvement in the international project which
the U.S. government itself would finally halt, the creation
of Adolf Hitler’s Wehrmacht.
Hitler received his backing from foreign and domestic
sources, including the Fritz Thyssen interests. When
interrogated in 1945 under Project Dustbin, Thyssen
recalled that in 1923 he was approached by General
Ludendorf, shortly after which he was introduced to Hitler
and became a conduit for funds from Ludendorf for the
building up of the fledgling National Socialist Party.
Through Rudolf Hess, Thyssen arranged for a 250,000mark credit for the Nazis, via the Bank Voor Handel en
Scheepvaart N.V. in Rotterdam, Holland. This bank was a
subsidiary of Thyssen’s bank (formerly von der Heyd’s
bank) in Germany and affiliated with the Harriman banking
interests in New York. The Dutch bank controlled the
Union Banking Corporation in New York and was, indeed,
a joint Thyssen-Harriman operation with several of Prescott
Bush’s Skull & Bones initiates as directors.
In the 1930s, Union Banking Corporation had the
following directors:
E. Roland Harriman—Vice President of W.A.
Harriman & Company and fellow club member, Skull &
Bones, with Prescott Bush
H.J. Kouwenhoven—Nazi banker and Managing
Director of the Bank Voor Handel
J.G. Groeningen—Nazi member of the steel cartel that
also financed Hitler
C. Lievense—President, Union Banking Corporation,
New York
E.S. James—Partner of W.A. Harriman and fellow
initiate in the Prescott Bush 1917 cell of Skull & Bones
Prescott Bush—Director of Union Banking Corp.
An example of Brown Brothers Harriman’s assistance
to Nazi Germany was their underwriting of Standard Oil
agreements in cooperation with General Motors to supply
ethyl lead to the Nazis. Lead Tetraethyl is an anti-knock
compound that improves engine efficiency.
The I.G. Farben files captured at the end of the war
confirm the importance of this particular technical transfer
for the German Wehrmacht:
Since the beginning of the war, we have been in a
position to produce lead tetraethyl solely because, a short
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time before the outbreak of the war, the Americans had
established plants for us, ready for production, and
supplied us with all available experience. In this manner,
we did not need to perform the difficult work of
development because we could start production right away
on the basis of all the experience that the Americans had
for years.10
In 1938, just before the outbreak of war in Europe,
the German Luftwaffe urgently needed 500 tons of
tetraethyl lead (Ethyl) for military purposes. These 500
tons were loaned by the Ethyl Export Corporation of
New York to Ethyl G.m.b.H. of Germany, in a
transaction arranged by the Reich Air Ministry with
I.G. Farben director Mueller-Cunradi. The collateral
security was arranged in a letter dated September 21,
1938 through Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. of New
York.
Prescott Bush was a lifelong partner in Brown
Brothers Harriman. W. Averell Harriman had a
longtime association with the Soviet Union. As early
as 1922, Harriman, with Guaranty Trust, was financing
Soviet deals. In winding up his Manganese Concession
in 1929, Harriman received a windfall profit from the
Soviets. State Department officials were uncertain how
to classify this gift, but never investigated it.
The conclusion is that the Harrimans and Prescott
Bush were intimately associated with financing the
Nazis and the Soviets, both representing the farthest
extreme from American principles.
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The News Desk
By John Ray
SEX-ED: WHO’S IN CONTROL?
The Cincinnati Enquirer, 11/4/99
Our editorials about sex education in Ohio schools
have ignited a brush fire that is turning up the heat on
state officials. The sex-ed plan is also making national
news as other states discover a disturbing link to the
federal Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
At stake is control of what is taught to school
children about sexual behavior, attitudes and values.
The Ohio battle centers on:
(1) The CDC-sponsored “Programs That Work” (for
HIV/AIDS and pregnancy prevention), used by the Ohio
Department of Education (ODE) to train teachers and
others to use graphic sex lessons as early as 5th grade.
These programs define “responsible” sex as more
condoms; they promote “protected” oral, anal and
vaginal sex and “outercourse” to reduce AIDS, STDS
and pregnancy. These programs have names such as
“Reducing the Risk”, “Be Proud, Be Responsible” and
“Becoming a Responsible Teen”. We have read them
all.
(2) The proposed Ohio Model for CompetencyBased Health and Physical Education for K-12 students
was written by the ODE, with an advisory committee. It
supports various health education [courses], including
sex education.
At the core of both the CDC curricula and the Ohio
Model are national standards that expand to include
emotional, mental, social and physical health of children.
The Ohio-Model draft, now edited to bare bones, is
headed to the Ohio Board of Education and the General
Assembly for adoption. Meanwhile:
* Ohio Superintendent Susan Zelman says that ODE
now has separated itself from the controversial CDC
programs.
But the entanglement remains. Three CDC grants to
the ODE (1996-99) paid several ODE employees to
work simultaneously on the CDC-training and write the
Ohio Model. The Ohio link to CDC dates to 1993, and
includes ODE and the Ohio Department of Health.
No CDC money has been returned; the same
employees are still at work.
Ms. Zelman says the ODE “trained 55 trainers” and
then stopped last October. An inside review panel
recommended the training [not] end “until March 2000”
because grant money ran out. The training continues
because each of the 55 “master trainers” agreed to train
20 others. By now, that means up to 1,100 trainers
promoting CDC courses. Training has been passed to
the Department of Health, universities and others.
Bowling Green University sponsored training workshops
in February and March; a Cleveland group held one in
June.
* Officials say there’s “no connection” between
CDC programs and the proposed Health Model.
But public documents dating back to 1993 dispute
that. Ohio’s Cooperative Agreement Supporting School
Health Programs pledges to work with CDC on

“comprehensive school health” programs; three grant
applications from CDC to ODE detail plans to promote
the CDC brand of HIV/STD education and link it to the
Ohio Model.
* State officials say there is no secrecy about sex-ed
plans. Ms. Zelman says a draft of the Health Model is
available upon request. Good.
But when we first asked for a copy in 1998, we were
told by ODE it did not exist. We obtained early drafts
after former Gov. George Voinovich protested the effort.
Ohioans rejected similar sex-ed mandates in the
1980s; insiders said this time they would keep it quiet.
We call that a “stealth attack” because there has
been a chilling pattern of deception to conceal the
agenda. That could be changing—or the sanitized
documents may be another way to detour public
accountability and institutionalize sex education that
offends families, mocks parents’ control and intimidates
dissent.
* State officials insist the model is strictly voluntary.
This is legal hair-splitting. ODE consultants advise most
districts on courses that align with state models.
Students eventually will be “assessed” (tested) on their
“health” skills, according to state documents. Federal
grants are strict; teach their way or forfeit the money.
* State officials say they only promote “safe, healthy
lifestyles”. Translated: Use condoms, practice
alternatives to vaginal sex and treat abstinence as a good
but unrealistic option...
[JR: The Ohio ODE took the bait when they
accepted funds from the federal government’s CDC
to set up this sex-ed program for Ohio schools. Ms.
Felman is speaking from both sides of her mouth:
They have 1100 trainees now for a program that is
supposed to be narrowed down to the bones? My
bone of contention is: Why all the “trained”
personnel?]
JET DIVED, THEN CLIMBED BEFORE CRASH
By Jon Hilkevitch & AP, Chicago Tribune, 11/4/99
NEWPORT, R.I.—EgyptAir Flight 990 reached
speeds approaching supersonic flight as the Boeing 767
mysteriously plunged from its cruising altitude, then
suddenly climbed 8,000 feet, before it dived again at a
right-hand angle and disappeared from radar, accident
investigators said Wednesday.
The new radar data, provided by the Air Force and
the Federal Aviation Administration, supports theories
that the Cairo-bound jetliner began breaking apart into
perhaps thousands of pieces before hitting the Atlantic
about 65 miles southeast of Nantucket Island.
The only salvage ship operating in Wednesday’s 22foot seas and strong winds, the Coast Guard cutter
Spencer, retrieved the plane’s nose tire, a main wheel, a
wing spoiler panel and five emergency-evacuation slides.
All 217 people on board the plane, which had left
New York’s Kennedy International Airport early Sunday,
are presumed dead.
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“The aircraft’s initial descent approached Mach 1,” the
speed of sound, said John Clark, deputy director of research
and engineering at the National Transportation Safety
Board.
The maximum speed for 767s is 600 miles-an-hour,
according to Boeing. Mach 1 is the equivalent of 700
miles-an-hour at sea level [sic]. At higher altitudes,
supersonic flight is achieved at lower speeds....
...“This one’s well beyond anyone (to explain) until we
recover the flight-data recorder,” said one investigator. “It
would be meaningless to speculate.”
Several airline pilots said the description of the plane’s
roller-coaster course was not consistent with a scenario of
the pilots trying to save their plane. More likely, the pilots
said, the trajectory had to do with the changing
aerodynamics of the 767 as it broke apart.
The jetliner initially descended from level flight at
33,000 feet on a straight line to 16,700 feet in 40 seconds—
two or three times faster than emergency procedures dictate,
officials said. It started a right turn and made a gradual
descent during the next 37 seconds, the radar tracks show.
But at an altitude of 16,000 feet, the plane inexplicably
climbed to about 24,000 feet, Clark said.
“From that point, the airplane descended to 10,000
feet” and became lost from radar, he said.
Safety board Chairman Jim Hall, responding to the
attention by the media and victims’ families to pilot reports
that Flight 990’s left engine thrust reverser had been
deactivated, said there is nothing to suggest the reverser
caused the crash....
...“This is not correct,” said the official, who did not
want to be named. “The problem had to do with changing
one of the plane’s tires.”
Earlier, some relatives of victims described frustrations
boiling over at a morning meeting with safety board
officials.
Some relatives want access to the temporary morgue
and the offshore crash site or to see some of the debris that
has been retrieved.
At least five of the relatives were treated at a hospital
Wednesday, apparently after being overcome by emotion.
“They’re absolutely devastated. They wanted to know
what happened and I wanted to spend the time required for
them to understand what we are doing,” the safety board’s
Hall said.
[JR: It seems as though the beamers at Montauk had
put this plane through aerodynamic maneuvers that defy
all logic, before it crashed into 1000 pieces. Or did it
crash at all? This is weird science at its worst.]

earlier submitted an offer-of-compromise to the FTB
because he was unable to pay all his taxes due to his
$700,000 debt that had been acquired for such things as his
legal fees in the ongoing Chinagate investigation.
By law, any American citizen who can’t pay their taxes
can make an offer-of-compromise to the appropriate
authorities.
Chung told WorldNetDaily the reason the FTB refused
his offer-of-compromise was because the agency didn’t
think his company, Automatic Intelligence Systems, Inc.,
was bankrupt yet. Although bankruptcy is an option for
Chung, he said he would never take the easy way out.
“I don’t want to file bankruptcy,” he said. “I can tell
them I can’t pay for it (in full), but I can offer them
whatever money I have, and they have to accept my offerof-compromise.”
“I am a man with honor,” Chung added. “I don’t want
to bankrupt myself. It’s so simple. If I bankrupt myself,
I will get off free. Easy. I don’t want it.”
The FTB officially placed a lien on all of Chung’s
property last Monday. The Internal Revenue Service had
earlier put a lien on Chung’s property, as well.
“It looks like retaliation for Johnny Chung’s speaking
to Judicial Watch at its Fifth Anniversary Conference and
revealing more about illegal fund-raising of the Democratic
Party,” commented Judicial Watch’s Larry Klayman
regarding the lien.
Joseph Farah, founder of the Western Journalism
Center and editor of WorldNetDaily, who first exposed a
pattern of Internal Revenue Service audits against Clinton
administration adversaries, said he believes the IRS
cooperates closely with state tax-collection agencies such as
the FTB.
“After I went public, charging the IRS was being used
as a political tool against my organization and other Clinton
critics, we found ourselves facing a Franchise Tax Board
audit, too, for the first time ever,” Farah said. Farah and
Klayman are currently suing IRS and administration
officials for $10 million over the audit of the center.
Although WorldNetDaily contacted the FTB, the
agency would only release information that was already
public record. According to the agency’s data, Chung owes
the state $51,607 for the 1994, 1995 and 1996 tax seasons.
Chung still lives in his own house and drives his own
car, but paying bills would be impossible if not for the help
of a family member who pays for the necessities.
“I am an American citizen,” said Chung. “(But) I’m
living in a condition even worse than an illegal immigrant
in the United States. I don’t have a checkbook.
Everything’s been liened. I cannot write my own check to
pay [for] the food on the table for my children.”
Because of Chung’s willingness to come out and
expose the truth, even with the risk of exposing his own
involvement in the Chinagate scandal, he has been asked to
write a book and make a video, where he would tell the
whole truth.
“I can sell (those items) to make some money to put
the food on the table for my children or to pay the debt,”
Chung said hopefully.
“I always believe that I tell the truth. It’s the right
thing for our country,” said Chung. “They can lien my
property, but they cannot lien my soul or my loyalty to the
United States.”
[JR: Hey, people, when are we going to wake up and
see that we are not living in a constitutionally free
America anymore? The henchmen and lackeys from the
IRS and FTB don’t need to wear jackboots and black
uniforms and do the “Heil” salute, but they are just as
effective.]

CHUNG TALKS, LIENS SLAPPED
By Stephan Archer, WorldNetDaily, 11/04/99
The California Franchise Tax Board placed a lien on
all property and funds belonging to former Democratic
Party fund-raiser and Chinagate witness Johnny Chung just
days after he publicly accused high-ranking Clinton
administration and Democratic National Committee officials
of accepting cash payments for political access by Chinese
military and intelligence officials.
The entire California government apparatus—including
the governor and both houses of the Legislature—is
controlled by Democrats.
On Oct. 22, the day before Chung, in lieu of death
threats, went public with his accusations at a Judicial Watch
conference in Pasadena, Calif., a representative from the
FTB contacted Chung’s tax attorney, saying his agency
would not accept Chung’s offer-of-compromise. Chung had
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GENE RESEARCH MOVES TOWARD SECRECY
By D. Nelson and R. Weiss, Washington Post, 11/3/99
Scientists and drug companies have failed to notify the
National Institutes of Health about six deaths that occurred
in gene-therapy experiments in the past 19 months, keeping
details of the deaths from becoming public, according to
interviews with researchers and federal officials.
The deaths are the first in gene therapy to come to
light that were purposely withheld from the NIH, one of
two federal agencies charged with overseeing the safety of
the controversial field of medical research, which seeks to
cure diseases by giving patients new genes.
The lack of disclosure provides new evidence of a shift
toward secrecy in gene therapy, traditionally one of the
more open fields of medical research, and reflects escalating
efforts by gene-therapy companies to weaken federal
reporting regulations.
Confirmation of the six deaths follows revelations last
week of a death and two serious illnesses in gene-therapy
patients that were reported to the NIH with the
unprecedented insistence that they be kept confidential, in
defiance of a long-standing agency policy of public
disclosure.
The six deaths occurred in heart studies headed by two
leading gene researchers—Ronald Crystal of the New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in Manhattan and Jeffrey
Isner of Tufts University in Boston. The two are racing to
be the first to grow new blood vessels around blocked ones,
as an alternative to bypass surgery.
Crystal and Isner said that, unlike the widely reported
death of a teenage patient at the University of Pennsylvania
in September, they believe that the fatalities in their studies
were not directly caused by the gene therapy but by
complications stemming from the patients’ underlying
illnesses.
Because they decided the deaths weren’t caused by
gene therapy, they argued, federal regulations don’t require
them to notify the NIH—a new interpretation of those
regulations that stands in sharp contrast to the one held by
NIH officials and a decade of practice.
The researchers said they reported the deaths to the
Food and Drug Administration, which keeps such
information secret.
But NIH officials in the federal office that oversees
gene therapy are adamant that even deaths not initially
believed to have been caused by the therapy must be
reported to the NIH and made public, because often it is not
clear until later whether the therapy actually caused the
deaths.
“It may take five, six, seven patients ill, or 20 patients,
before you find out, ‘Hey, this is also happening in other
people’s trials,’” said Amy Patterson, who heads the NIH
Office of Recombinant DNA Activities (ORDA), which
oversees gene-therapy studies. “And if you don’t know
what’s going on in other people’s trials, then you can’t put
two and two together.”
The FDA can suspend a study if it determines that the
therapy being tested is dangerous, but the agency only
makes such information public if the therapy eventually is
approved or with the permission of the study’s sponsor.
Most of the new deaths are coming to light only
because federal officials put out a plea for gene researchers
across the country to report any undisclosed deaths or
illnesses, after the death of the teenager at the University of
Pennsylvania. His death is thought to be the first directly
caused by gene therapy, and NIH officials are looking for
indications of similar problems in other studies that may
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not have been attributed to the treatments themselves.
Carol Goodrich, a spokeswoman for Parke-Davis,
which is sponsoring Crystal’s study, said the company had
forwarded details of the deaths to ORDA on Oct. 20. She
said the deaths had previously been reported to the FDA,
but she refused to say whether that agency had agreed with
the company’s determination that the deaths were not
caused by the therapy. The FDA has not decided whether
to fulfill a Washington Post request to release information
about deaths and illnesses in gene-therapy trials.
Federal regulations have long held genetic treatments
to a higher level of public scrutiny than conventional new
therapies because of public discomfort with the idea of
manipulating people’s genetic makeup.
For example, federal regulations require researchers to
report the deaths and serious illnesses of patients enrolled
in gene-therapy experiments not only to the FDA, but also
to the NIH for public review by a special advisory board.
But as the field has become increasingly dominated by
private industry, drug companies and scientists with a
financial stake in their research are challenging the
historically broad interpretation of that rule. They are filing
reports with demands for confidentiality or maintaining that
they don’t have to file them with the NIH at all.
Isner and Crystal helped found competing gene-therapy
companies—Vascular Genetics of Durham, N.C., and
GenVec of Rockville, respectively.
Asked why he hadn’t reported his deaths [sic] to the
NIH, Isner said yesterday that it was an oversight and, in
any case, it was not clear that he had to.
Crystal said Parke-Davis has assumed responsibility for
reporting deaths to the appropriate agencies. However, he
added that, while he supported the reporting of deaths and
illnesses to the NIH, he did not consider it a legal
requirement. He also said he believed that the NIH should
keep some reports confidential, particularly to protect
patient privacy…
…Crystal was the first to request confidentiality from
the NIH for a patient-death report, in May 1998, just two
weeks after GenVec announced its initial public offering of
stock. NIH staff said yesterday that, at the time, Crystal
cited concerns about the impact on his business, if the
death[s] were made public…
…The issue of confidentiality requests surfaced at the
September meeting of the Recombinant DNA Advisory
Committee (RAC), the NIH group that reviews gene-therapy
experiments and collects reports of serious side-effects and
deaths.
In addition to Crystal, RAC members learned,
Schering-Plough had demanded confidentiality for three
recently filed reports of serious patient illness during
gene-therapy trials. The lead scientists in two of those
studies determined that the complications “probably”
were caused by the gene therapy; Schering-Plough
officials had downgraded those assessments, saying they
were “possibly related” to the therapy.
In the third case, the researchers and the company
agreed that the complications “possibly” were related to
the therapy.
This week, Schering-Plough, of Madison, N.J.,
issued a statement defending its recent requests that the
NIH keep the illnesses of three patients confidential…
[JR: Ever wonder how many “uninformed
volunteers” have died from experimental drugs?
Does the National Institute of Health really expect
these research conglomerates to volunteer reports of
deaths when there are millions of dollars at stake?
Deaths will always be blamed on the patients’ preexisting conditions.]
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MILITARY UNIT RESPONSIBLE AT WACO
By Mike Blair, The SPOTLIGHT, 11/4/99
Orders were given to the top-secret Combat
Applications Group of Fort Bragg, N.C. (known as the
Delta Force), by President William Jefferson Clinton,
because the seemingly endless stand-off between the FBI
and members of the religious sect had become an
embarrassment to his administration, according to a former
Army Special-Forces member.
Also involved in the final days of decision-making that
brought “closure” to the siege was First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton, currently the U.S. media poster-girl, as a
result of her venture into Senate politics in New York.
Reports have been received by The SPOTLIGHT that
Gene Cullen, a former CIA agent, has asked a Senate
committee for “protection”, in return for his testimony
regarding Delta Force activity at Waco. Cullen is
requesting “protection”, according to reports, because he has
been threatened with prosecution for violating national
security if he talks.
WHITE HOUSE BRIEFED
The recent release of documents through the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) reveals that Army officials, and
in particular those from Delta Force, met with White House
and Justice Department officials, including Attorney
General Janet Reno and her then second-in-command and
former Hillary Clinton law partner, Webster Hubbell, to
discuss a resolution to the Waco standoff.
However, information obtained by The SPOTLIGHT
reveals that Delta Force played far more than an advisory
role in ending the siege. In fact, Delta Force had a direct,
operational role in the attack on the Branch Davidian
compound that resulted in the holocaust that took the lives
of 76 residents of the religious community, including
dozens of women and children.
Steve Barry, a retired long-time member of Army
Special Forces and a top expert in the field of military
special operations, said a team of about 10 members of
Delta Force was involved in the Waco massacre.
Barry’s military career included training with Delta
Force.
On April 19, according to Barry, two “bricks”, or fourman teams, were involved in the actual attack.
In recently released FBI infra-red video tapes of the
crucial minutes of the April 19 assault on the compound,
fully-automatic gunfire is seen being directed into an area
of the structure, which Branch Davidians were attempting
to use to escape from flames, fanned by high winds,
consuming the wooden buildings.
The FBI has consistently maintained that it did not fire
into the compound during the April 19 assault.
Barry told The SPOTLIGHT that there was a team of
“as many as 10” Delta Force troopers assigned to Waco,
including, as he describes them, “a commander, a sergeant
major, two to three communications guys, two to three intel
[intelligence] guys, a medic and two to three operations
guys.”
He said assigned to them, supposedly in an advisory
capacity, were members of the British SAS (Special Air
Service), an elite, British, special-operations force.
The Delta Force, Barry explained, shared a Tactical
Operations Center (TOC) at Waco with an FBI Hostage
Rescue Team (HRT) force. Since the 1993 tragedy, the
American people have been led to believe that the HRT
force alone conducted the assault on the compound.
Barry said the Delta Force receives its orders from
what is known as the National Command Authority, which
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then included Clinton, Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, Secretary of Defense Les Aspin and Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Army Gen. Colin Powell.
The ultimate decision to send Delta Force into action
rests with the president, Barry said. “It can be no other
way,” he added.
FAMILIAR FACE
Adding to the controversy, it has been confirmed that
Lon Horiuchi was in charge of a sniper post, where Texas
Rangers recovered spent .223 and .308 shell casings.
Horiuchi was the FBI sniper who fatally shot the wife
of Randy Weaver, while wounding both Randy Weaver and
Kevin Harris, during the federal standoff at Ruby Ridge in
Idaho.
The recovered shell casings would be consistent with
government-issued sniper rifles. Horiuchi has denied that
he or any members of his “team” fired any shots at Waco.
The retired special-operations expert said that during
the siege at Waco, First Lady Hillary Clinton operated a
“crisis center” at the White House, put together on her own
initiative. Serving with her was another former member of
her Little Rock law firm, White House Deputy Counsel
Vincent M. Foster, Jr.
Foster was later found dead under mysterious
circumstances in a Virginia park across the river from DC.
According to Barry, it was from this “crisis center” that
word went out that there was “child abuse” by adult
members of the sect, including leader David Koresh, at the
Waco religious facility.
This revelation about the part Foster played in the
Waco tragedy has been confirmed by Mike McNulty, a
producer of a documentary film on the siege.
McNulty said he was told by Foster’s widow, Lisa, that
the White House attorney’s depression at the time of his
death “was fueled by horror at the carnage at Waco, for
which the White House had given the ultimate green light.”
McNulty also said that Foster was preparing a Waco
report when he died. This has been confirmed by veteran
British journalist, Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, in his book,
The Secret Life of Bill Clinton.
Pritchard wrote: [QUOTING:]
The Branch Davidian siege was clearly on Foster’s
mind. He was ‘drafting a letter involving Waco’ on the day
of his death, surely a point of some significance. He kept
a Waco file in the locked cabinet that was off limits to
everybody, including his secretary. His widow mentions
Waco twice in her statement to the FBI. Toward the end
of his life, Foster had no sense of joy or elation at work.
The Branch Davidian incident near Waco, Tex. was also
causing him a great deal of stress. Lisa Foster believes that
he was horrified when the Branch Davidian complex
burned. Foster believed that everything was his fault.
BREAKING THE LAW
When asked about how the Delta Force action jibes
with the Posse Comitatus Act, which outlaws the use of
Army forces to enforce civilian law, Barry said: “That’s
just it. It doesn’t jibe with Posse Comitatus.”
A violation of Posse Comitatus is, indeed, “a high
crime or misdemeanor”, which would be an impeachable,
felony offense.
And if Clinton’s reasons for ordering the Delta Force
attack at Waco are murky, the reasons for directing a coverup are obviously not.
Posse Comitatus clearly states that “Whoever…willfully
uses any part of the Army or the Air Force as a Posse
Comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two
years.”—(18 U.S. Code, Section 1385)
[JR: No matter what facts or pieces of evidence are
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presented regarding Clinton and Reno’s role in the
Waco holocaust, the spin-meisters manage to deflect
responsibility away from them. Thank GOD enough
people care enough to keep the investigation of this
injustice alive.]

in the storming of Grozny, five years ago.
The military has avoided any repeat of that bloodbath
so far, but partly because it has still to fight the Chechens
in terrain favourable to the guerrillas, such as in towns or
mountains.
The United States last night accused Russia of
breaching the Geneva Conventions and other international
agreements through the use of indiscriminate force against
civilians in Chechnya.
[JR: The Russian military intends to win this war
at all costs, not like the U.S. in its protracted conflicts
in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, et al. They are implementing
NATO’s endless bombing raids, directed at the civilian
infrastructure and population. Such tactics are
extremely effective in minimizing ground-troop
casualties and ensuring the support of the Russian people
in the war effort.]

RUSSIAN GENERALS SEIZE CONTROL OF
CHECHNYA WAR
By Marcus Warren, Electronic Telegraph, 11/8/99
Russia’s generals have usurped control of the war in
Chechnya from the Kremlin, blackmailing politicians with
the threat of resigning en-masse if ordered to halt the
army’s advance.
Senior military officers are laying down the law to the
political leadership, as to how to deal with Chechnya, afraid
of a repeat of the “stab in the back” from Moscow which,
they believe, robbed them of victory in the 1994-96 war.
Asked what he would do if ordered to stop the
advance, Gen. Vladimir Shamanov, the commander of the
western group of forces in the Caucasus, replied: “I would
tear off my stars. I would no longer serve in such an
army.”
He said that some of Russia’s senior officers even
believed that such a move could drive the country “to the
brink of civil war”. Gen. Shamanov, one of several military
chiefs with scores to settle from the last war, is the most
outspoken of the commanders, but his sentiments are shared
by many in the army.
Gen. Viktor Kazantsev, the overall commander of
Russian forces in the Caucasus, and Gen. Gennady Troshev,
who is in charge of the eastern group, have said that they
would regard any order to suspend their advance as
“treason”.
Behind them is…Gen. Anatoly Kvashnin, the Chief of
the General Staff, who is believed to be the most energetic
supporter of a purely military solution to Moscow’s
Chechen problem. Russia’s politicians, even President
Yeltsin, who has kept a low profile during the war even by
his standards, are probably too weak to order any shift in
the army’s tactics, despite the growing international outcry
at civilian casualties.
The army now occupies half of Chechnya and has
almost encircled Grozny, the capital, and the second city,
Gudermes, without suffering heavy losses. It has also
profited from broad support for the war among Russian
civilians, aghast at invasions by Chechen guerrillas into the
neighbouring region of Dagestan and a series of bomb
attacks on blocks of flats in big cities.
The episodes in the war which inflicted most damage
on Russia’s image abroad, the missile strike on a Grozny
market and the closure of the border with Ingushetia,
appear to be cases of the military acting without restraint
or control from the politicians. Any softening of the line
by the Kremlin provokes a swift response from the military.
Mr. Yeltsin is said to have returned from holiday to
Moscow last week to sort out a dispute between Gen.
Kvashnin and some of his civilian advisers. The general is
rumoured to have threatened to resign if the more
conciliatory line to Chechnya favoured by the diplomats,
worried by mounting condemnation of the war in the West,
won the day.
Gen. Kvashnin has outmanoeuvred the politicians
before: He masterminded the operation to seize the Pristina
Airport before NATO forces in June. If that was one of the
Russian Army’s most glorious victories in recent years, its
most humiliating defeat was also commanded by Gen.
Kvashnin: the slaughter of a brigade and several regiments

CHECHEN PRESIDENT PLEADS FOR U.S. HELP
By Marcus Warren, Electronic Telegraph—UK, 11/8/99
Chechnya’s President, Aslan Maskhadov, appealed
to President Clinton yesterday to mediate in its war with
Russia and save his nation from what he described as
genocide.
In a letter to Mr. Clinton he said that he was open
to dialogue and ready to reach a settlement on the basis
of the Chechen people’s “right to a free and secure
existence”. He said in an interview on Russia’s NTV
television: “Civilians have seen with their own eyes the
monstrous barbarism of the Russian troops.
“We demand that they be swiftly judged as
criminals, especially by the international courts. Why
should Milosevic be the only one? Let Putin [Russia’s
prime minister] be judged also. He is more keen to kill
civilians.”
Alarmed at the scale of Russia’s offensive and rising
civilian casualties, the West has called on Moscow to
negotiate with Chechnya. Russia argues that there is no
one with any authority to hold talks with. Although an
elected president, Mr. Maskhadov was only one of many
rival Chechen leaders in charge of their own private
armies until Russia launched its invasion six weeks ago.
Now the warlords, who reduced their homeland to
anarchy, have united under their commander from the
last war, in the face of a common enemy, the Russian
army. Moscow is hoping to use Chechen allies to win
what it says is a struggle against “terrorists and bandits”
but, so far, there is little hard evidence of division in the
Chechen ranks. Russia has backed a number of
increasingly exotic “loyal” Chechens as alternatives to
Mr. Maskhadov.
A former mayor of Grozny was pardoned last week
and released from prison, where he was serving a
sentence for embezzlement. The [former] mayor, Beslan
Gantemirov, looks set to succeed a Chechen businessman
as Moscow’s ruler-in-waiting for the rebel republic.
Russian guns shelled the capital, Grozny, at the
weekend, while aircraft bombed the western, southern
and eastern approaches to the city. More than 100 air
sorties were reported [dropped] in 24 hours, making
yesterday one of the most intensive for air strikes since
the campaign began.
Russia has stepped up its air attacks on the roads to
the Caucasus Mountains, a fall-back position should
Chechnya’s guerrilla army retreat from Grozny.
[JR: The tragedy here is that Chechnya is asking for
aid and assistance from the very ones who plan and
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are a part of every armed conflict in the world. Our
rulers in DC will play the cat-and-mouse game until
Chechnya lies in rubble. The wrong message was
sent in Kosovo for other provinces wishing
independence and causing them to risk destruction,
expecting the U.S., NATO or the UN to liberate
them—which doesn’t happen. These irrational
policies are putting innocent people in jeopardy with
false hope.]
S. AFRICA STUNNED AS PRESIDENT ATTACKS AZT
By Daniel J. Wakin (AP), Chicago Tribune, 11/4/99
JOHANNESBURG—South African President Thabo
Mbeki’s claim that a widely-used AIDS drug is dangerous
has set off an uproar, producing bafflement and shock
among physicians and advocates who say AZT is safe.
The drug is the mainstay of efforts around the world to
prevent HIV-infected mothers from passing the virus to
their babies during birth.
Mbeki said in parliament last week that AZT is toxic
and is being challenged by court cases in the U.S., Britain
and South Africa—a claim that Glaxo Wellcome PLC, the
manufacturer, has hotly denied.
The issue is crucial in a nation with one of the world’s
worst AIDS problems, where 3.6 million people, or 8
percent of the population, are estimated to be HIV positive.
The controversy threatens to set back efforts to fight the
disease.
In his speech, Mbeki spoke of a “large volume of
scientific evidence alleging that, among other things, the
toxicity of this drug is such that it is…a danger to health.”
Mbeki said it would be “irresponsible” not to heed the
“dire warnings” of researchers about the safety of AZT, one
of the world’s oldest and best-known AIDS drugs.
Reputable scientists have issued no such warnings, and it
was unclear what he was referring to.
On Tuesday, the government promised to investigate
the safety of AZT. Mbeki said he has asked Health
Minister Manto Tshabalala-Msimang to oversee the inquiry.
Tshabalala-Msimang told the South African
Broadcasting Corp. that AZT would not be barred from the
market, but she was deciding how to investigate the matter
“so that we really have concrete information in our hands”.
The drug has been approved by regulators in South
Africa and around the world, and is commonly used in
combination with other drugs to control the AIDS virus or
prevent infection among health-care workers exposed to it.
Many studies have shown that AZT cuts by half, the risk
that women will infect their babies during delivery.
AZT, also known as zidovudine, is “perfectly
acceptable” in those three areas, said Dr. Joseph Perriens,
head of the care and support division of the United Nations
AIDS program in Geneva. It causes slight side-effects, such
as nausea or anemia…
…Worries about AZT’s safety surfaced in the early
1990s but have long faded, Perriens said. French
researchers reported in February that two babies who had
received AZT in a study had died, but no link between the
deaths and the drug was established…
…With an average of 1,500 South Africans infected
with HIV each day, the government faces increasing
pressure to provide drugs like AZT to infected pregnant
mothers and rape victims…
[JR: President Mbeki must be onto something that some
of the advocates of AZT—“regulators” who approved
this drug worldwide—don’t want made known. AZT, if
toxic, probably kills more than it cures.]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
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